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IRTRODUCTION
In  lm  imt®rvieti  .with  Pp®fess®p  D.   J.  1thitenep  it  was
sugg®st®d  that  the  wrltez.  use  &8  a  subject  fop  a  thesis  the
history  of  an educational  institution in ¥ancey  ®r  a  sur-
rounding  county.    At  that  time  it  tlas  &gp®®d  that  Yancey
C®11egi®te  Institute,   Burmsville,  N®pth  Car.®11na,  would  be
a  sultablo  topic  provided  suffleieat  materials  w®po  available.
The  search  fop  lnfom&tion  began,  end  after  8®me  tlm®
a  considerable  nuln,ber.  ®f  records  and  ®thep  documentary  data
were  1®oated.    This  was  discussed  in  a  later  consulbati®n
with  Pp®fe8s®p  thlt®nez.  and  the  subject  was  selected.
The  material  used  in  this  th®sl8  has  come  fp®m many
rell&ble  sources.    Some  highly  treasured  and  very  valuable
records  were  made  avall&ble  by  former  students  and  patrons
®f  the  lnstltution.    For  these  and  all  ®thep  sources  of
information,  the  author  is  deeply  indebted.
A  collection  of  the  Hinutes  of  the  YanoeF  Baptist9£ ±E± ¥_ape_9¥  Baptist
Association, covering  the  entire  period  in which  the  school
operated,  was  provided  by  Mrs.  Sallie  Beaver  Butner.     In
these  were  lists  ®f  teachers,  boards  of  trustees,  enrollment
figures,  contpibuti®ns,  expo.nditures,   and  ®thep  inform&tl®n.
Mpg.   C.   R.   Hampiek  donated  copies  of  two  ye&pb®oks  of
the  sch®®1  printed  in  1923  and  1924.    Pictures  used  in  this
w®z-k,  &s  uell  as  I.®cords  of  various  Organizations,  a  brief
1v
history  of  the  school,  courses  of  study,  and  slmllar  inform-
ation were  taken  from  this  souroo.
Six  ooples  ®f  the  school  Catalog  publlched  between
1916  a]rd  1925  were  secured  from  Mrs.   C.  R.   Haur.ick  and  James
Hutchlns.    Courses  of  study,  rosters  of  students,  require-
ments  of  the  school,  lists  of  faculty members,  and  enroll-
ment  figures  were  found  ln  this  source.
Hutchins,  a  former  student  of  the  school,  kept  ln
close  contact  with  all  actlvitles  of  the  school  duping  its
ontlpe  existence.    In addltlon  to  the  catalogs,  he  gave
valuable  information  through  interviews,  letter.a  to  the
atuthor,  and  a  copy
Institute .
of his  sketoh  of9£ ¥_qE±9_e¥  Collegiate
Records  of  the  superintendent  of  schools,  register
of  deeds,  and  county  faHa  agent  were  made  available.    Vital
statistical  infomation was  taken  fl.om  these  sources.
In  addition  to  the  Sources  listed  above,  a  large  nunbep
of  former  students  and patrons  of  the  school were  interviewed.
c®
Valuable  information  was  collected  from many  of  these  who
remembered  v&rlous  aotivlties  of  the  school.
The  authozi  ls  espeol&11y  grateful  to  Mrs.   F`.  W.   Howell
for  reading  the  thesis,  to  Professor Iiee  F.  Reynolds  for  his
helpful  suggestions  and  criticisms,  and  to  Professor q\niltener
whose  patient  guldanoe  and  Counsel  made  this  thesis  posslbl®.
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CHAPTER   I
IRE   GEOGRAPHICAL  AND  HISTORICAL   BACKGROUND
0F  YENCRT   COUNTY
Yancey  County,  one  of  the  first  mountain  counties  to
be  formed  in  North  Carolina,  has  a  long  history.    The  pl.esont
county  is  quite  different,  both  ln  al.ea  and  in  culture,  from
the  ¥ancey  County  that  existed  over  a  century  ago.
¥ancey  ooveps  an  area  of  appp®ximately  311  squap.e
miles  located  in  the  w®Stepn  section  of  the  state.    It  is
bopdeped  on  the  northeast  by Hitchell  County,  on  the  south-
east  by  HODowell,   on  the  southwest  by  Buncombe,   on  the  west
by  Madison,  and  on  the  northwest  by  the  state  of  Termessee.
The  topography  is  rough,  and  the  average  elevation  is
high.    There  ape  15  peaks  in  the  county  that  rise  above
6,000  feet.     Mt.  Mitchell,  the  highest  mount&1n  ln  eastelin
America,  is  located  in  the  southern part  of  the  county.    |t
I..ises  to  an  elevation  of  6,68L  feet.2
There  are  four  streams  of  considerable  size  that.
originate  in  the  county.    South  Toe  and  Coney  Rivers,   Jacks
and  Cpabtp®o  Crooks  all  flow  in  a  nor.theply  direction  and
1  Mrs.   J.  C.   a.  Ehringhau8  and  Mrs.  Carl  Goerch,   editors,
North  Carolina  A]manac  and  State  Industrial  Guide.
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empty  into  the  Toe  River  which  flows  along  the  northeast  sldo
of  the  county.3
Yancey  was  formed  because  of  the  increased  amount  of
public  sepvioe  demanded  by  the  gpowlng  population  of  the
apes.    It  was  extremely  difficult  fop the  public  officials
to  serve  the  people  adequately,   since  lt  was  a  two  daysl
journey  over  very  poop  I.oads  to  the  county  seat  of  either
Burke  op  Buncombe  counties,  which  included  the  area  later  to
become  ¥ancey  County.LL
Historlcgil Developmeho
The  Yancey  County  tepl]itory  was  officially  opened  to
settlement  in  1778.    Nine  years  later,  in  1787,   John  M.
Alexander  and  William  Shaxp®  secured  four  grants  of  land  fop
the  territory.5    Evidently,  settlement  began  immediately,
because  the  census  of  1790  pecopded  approximately  80  fenilles
llvlng  in  the  Toe  Rlvep  Valley,  which  included  the  greater
part  of  the  area  later  to  become  ¥anceF  County.6
All  the  land  ln  this  al.e&  belonged  to  Bul.ke  County,
3  Ibid.
llshedkagte::SDSE::::,"gH±h:t3Ev::s::;3±V;:p¥£L3:¥::L£¥Pub-
Chapel  Hill,1931),  p.  26.
5 ERE.  p.  14.
6   _I_Q±_a.   p.    18.
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fomed  in  1777,  until  Buncombe  County  was  formed  in  1791.7
From  that  time  until  the  formation of _Y&noey  the  terl.itory
came  under  the  jurisdiction  of  either  Buncombe  or  Burke.
¥ancey  County  was  formed  in  1833  from parts  of
Buncombe  and  Bul.ke  Counties.    From  that  time  until  1872  the
boundary  lines  of Yancey  underwent  drastic  changes,  lea.ving
the  total  apes  of  the  county  a little  over half  its  original
size.    In  l8rty  a  part  of Yancey  was  taken  to  fom  a  part  of
the  newly  chartered  W&tauga  County,   and  another  segment  was
given  back  to  Buncombe  County  in  the  same  y®ap.     In  1851
Madison  County  was  formed  from Yancey  and  Bunccmbe.     Ten
Veal.s  later,  in  1861,  a  large  pal.t  of  the  county  was  used
to  form Mitchell  County.    Again  in  1872  a  section of  ¥ancoy
was  annexed  to  Mitchell  County.    All  this  adding  to  and
taking  from  left  Yanoey  County  its  present  apes  of  approxi-
mately  311  square  miles.
The  newly  formed  county  tJas  named  in  honor of  Baptlett
¥anoey,  a man  who  had  been  an  outstanding  statesman  in  North
Capollna  fop many  years.    Yancey  was  a  native  of  Caswell
County.    He  was  gpeduatod  from  the  University  of  North
7  EE¥.,  p.  26.
g#.?:i;:eE;h?°;€:€:'Dg¥rF==at±°ntr##sE===±HC:P§#=a
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Carolina,  where  he  studied  law.    Having  become  very  eminent
in his  profession,  he  was  elected  twice  &s  a  member  of  Cong-
ress  and  eight  times  a member of  the  North  Carolina  Senate.
He  was  among  the  first  lnen  of  the  state  to  advocate  public
education  fop  the  masses.9
The  first  Yancey  County  courts  were  held  at  Caney
Rivop  until  a  county  seat  could  be  established.    The  site
was  soon  secured,  however,   and  the  meeting  place  fop  the
Court  was  moved  on  March  6,   183tr.     A  tract  of  loo  &oz.es  of
land  fop  the  county  seat  was  secured  from  ''Y®11ow  Jacket
dohnM  Bailey.L°    This  tract  lay  on  a  plateau  about  five
miles  from  coney  River  and was  the  most  beautiful  site  to
be  found  anywhere  ne&p  the  geogpaphical  center  of  the
county.11
Burnsville,  the  county  seat  honors  ulth  its  name
Captain  Otw&y  Burma,   a  North  Carolinean  who  made  himself
famous  in  the  War  of  1812  as  eolrmander  of  the  privateer
"Snapdragon.t'    During  his  Combat  duty  he  was  able  t®  take
9  Jmes  Ppeston drthup,  Western  Hopth  O&rolina-A  E+_§±p_xp_,
±33i&7}9:3. (=;5:5¥h:  Edwal.ds  and  Bnoug  t6ErHin    ng    omp&ny,
10  Bailey,one  ®f  the  early  settlers  of  the  county,
gained  considerable  wealth  for  himself  which  was  passed  on  to
his  many  descendents.    He  pecaived  this  niokliane  because  of
his  quick  temper.
11  Deyton,  E.  £±±.®  P.  29.
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many highly  valued prizes  from  the  British  fleet.12    In  receut
years  a monument  of  Bums  was  erected  on  the  village  green  in
Burnsvill®.    Probably  the  laz.gost  number  of  people  ever  to  be
assembled  at  one  place  in  the  county,  was  present  on  the  dry
the  monument  was  unveiled.13
Traveling  through  the  newly  formed  county  was  very
difficult  and  often  hazardous  due  to  poor.  roads.    This
situation  led  to  the  pa8snge  of  the  first  road  act  in  |83L.Ltr
This  act  held  all  propez>ty  owners  I.esponslble  for  the  public
roads  thl.ougiv  their  property.    Road  bulldlng  then  became  a
oormon problem  and  the  roads  were  soon  gpeetly  improved.
The  first  courthouse  and  the  fit.st  jail  1n  the  new
county  seat  wel.e  built  in  183h.    They  were  constructed  of
wood  and  became  outdated  ln  a  short  time.    New  structures  of
bplck  were  built  ln  1836  to  replace  them.    These  served  the
county  adequately  for  72  years,  when  they wore  replaced  ln
1908  by  the  present  concrete  structures.15    The  couthouse
serves  as  a  court  room  and  contgiins  office  space  for many  of
the  county  offioeps.
12  Arthur,  £E.  £±±u  PP.  178-9.
February+38JBE;32Tutch±ns.  Personal  Interview  with  the  author,
u Deyton,  op.  cit.,  p.  27.
##B±pstT#:#v¥EL::ag:;c¥sREn# ),
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A8riCultural  and  Industrial Development
¥ancey  County  has  accomplished  its  share  of  suooess  in
economic  development  during  its  existence,  both  ln  agriculture
and  industry.    Before  the  War  Between  the  States,  most  of  the
residents  of  this  County  lived  almost  exclusively  from  the
products  of  thelp  Own  farms.    The  wealth  oene  from mines,  for-
ests  and  fields.  but  there  was  little  need fop  a  family  to
try  to  earn  a  great  deal  of money  because  there  was  very
little  to  be  purchased with  the  money  by  way  ®f  luxuries. 16
Some  eeonomio  im:provements  were  made  in  the  years  following
the  War  Between  the  States,  but  the  greater  steps  toward
ppogp®ss  were  held  up  until  after  1901. .  This  was  the  year
in which  the  first  railroad was  built  through  this  ®®otlon.
The  Carolina,  Clincbfleld,  and  Ohio  Railroad  was  built  along
the  Yancey-Mitchell  county  line.    It  oormected  Johnson  City,
Tennessee  with  Sp&rt&nbung,   South  ¢®rolina|     This  was  the
first major step  toward  improved  transportation  facilities
to  be  made  in  this  section.17    The  new  method  of  tp&nspopt-
ation made  lt  possible  fop  the  local  Citizens  to  export  the
excess  products  that  they  were  able  to  pr®duee  and,  in  turn,
to  lmpopt  many  necessities  of  life  that  they  were  not  able  bo
produce  &t  home.     It  also  encouraged  the  development  of  the
16  I)eyton,  eE.  £±±.i  P.   7.
17  Te&oheps  Training  Class,  £.  £±±.,  p.  8.
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mineral  and  forestry  resources.
Along  with  the  railpo&d  came  an  interest  in  the  improve-
ment  of  highways  throughout  the  county.    Many  of  the  poorly
maintained  I.oads  were  improved  and  new  roads  were  built.     By
the  time  World  War  I  began  there  was  a  I.elatively  good  road
leading  from  the  county  seat  of  Yancey  to  the  county  seat  of
every  suppounding  county.18
The  first  settlers  of  Yancey  County  found  evidence  of
mining  that 'had  taken  place  long  before  the  f ipst  permanent
settlements  were  made.     It  was  believed  by many  that  the
Spanish  had  penetrated  the  mountains  many  ye&I.s  before  in
sear.ch  of  gold  op  other mineral  wealth.19    There  aLpe  no
records,  however.,  of  the  early mineral  developments  of  this
area.    There  ape  a  number  of  old mines  throughout  the  eastern
section  of  the  county,  which  give  evidence  that  there  has  been
oonsldepable  mining  done  I`or  a  nunbep  of  years.    Mining  on  a
lapse  scale  has  been  done  for  the  past  twelve  yeal.s,  especialtry
mining  fop mica  and  feldspar.    Since  there  ape  marry  small
mines  owned  and  operated  by  individuals,  it  would  be  difficult
to  estimate  the  total mineral  resoul.cos.    In  recent  years  the
county  has  been  rated  as  one  of  the  outstanding  sections  of
the  United  States  in  the  production  of mica  and  feldspar.
18  Ibid.
19  Ibid.,  p.   32.
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Since  the  close  of  World  War  11  the  Glen  fiaven  Silk
Mills  Coxpopation  has  built  a   modern  textile  plant  on  the
east  side  of  Burmsville.    This  plant  has  pl.oved  a  gpdat  asset
to  ¥ancey  and  surrounding  counties  through  its  1&pge  payroll.
men  in  full  opep&tion  it  employs  225  men  and  women.20
In  1951  the  Duplan  Corporation  completed  an  ultra
modern  textile  plant  on  the  west  side  of  Burmsville.    This
plant    offers  employment  to  approximately  iLO0  people  when
in full  ppoducti®n.    It  is  a million-dollar project,  btiilt
on  a  site  which  was  pul.chased  and  e]ccavated  by  the  citizens
of  the  county.21
The  Oldest  and  largest  business  of  this  little
mountain  county  continues  to  be  that  of  agriculture.    Great
strides  have  been  taken  in  recent  years  to  inopease  the  faun
income  and  crop  production.     The  local  I.armi  Agent,   Fa]rm  Home
Administrator,  and  the  Production  and  Marketing  Association
officers  have  pendeped  a  great many  valuable  services  to  the
farmers  in  recent  years.    Last  year  the  total  fa]rm  income,
including  forestry  products,  was  estimated  to  be  over  five
and  a half million  dollars.    The  2,7tro  farms  in  the  county
produced  over  i,LOO  acres  of  burley  tobacco  and  approximately
20  Torrey  H.  Tynep,  Personal  interview,  May  20,   1952.
21  H.  F.   Bowen,  Personal  interview,  May  6,   1952.
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8,250  acres  of  corn.    Dairy  farming,  which  has  increased  at  a
tremendous  rate  since  19h6,  has  become  one  of  the  chief
sources  of  farm  income.    In  the  spring  of  1952  there  were  h2
grade  'tA"  dairies  in  operation.    At  the  same  time  250  farms
were  selling  grade  '`C''  milk.     Poultry  farming  also  has  be-
come  a  source  of  income.    At  the  beginning  of  the  present
calenda_p  year  thope  were  30  poultry  farms  in  the  county  with
an  average  of  over  1,00o  hens  each.22
Religion
•   The  signifioanc®  of  religion  and  denomlnationalism  as
a  factor  in  the  development  of Yancey Collegiate  Institute
and  other  educational  institutions  in Yancey  County  will  be
dlsoussed  in  the  fopegolng  chapter  of  this  thesis.    Houever,
the  history  of  the  county  warl.ants  a  brief  review of  the
religion  of  its  people  and  the  growth  of  churches  and  denomi-
nations  in  this  area.
Since  the  time  of  the  Protestant  Reformation  denomina-
tions  have  spread  throughout  the  world.    Almost  inevitably,
new  settlements  have  adopted  the  religion  dominate  ln  the
former  hcmes  and  communities  of  the  settlers.    Religion  in
Yancey  County,  though  not  completely  different,  did  not
Repopt2.:pY:33=Y.C°Tunyp?gag:L¥tt8ent'Soffiee,"Statistical
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follow  this  tendency  too  closely.    Most  of  the  s®ttlezls  of
this  mountain  county  were  of  Scotch-Irish  descent.    These
Came  from  areas  where  the  ?resbytepian  denomination  was
influential.    However.,  the  settlers  usually  came  in  small
numbers,  mlgpating  into  the  mountains  from  settlements  in
the  Piedmont.    Many  hoped  eventually  to  move  on  to  the
fertile  farmlands  that  lay  beyond  the  mountains.    These
people  brought  no  missionaries  or ministers  with  them;
consequently,  they  adopted  temporal.ily  and  later more  per-
manently,  the  religion  of  the  predecessors  which  was  ppe-
dominately  either  Baptist  or Methodist.    As  a  result  the
Baptist  and  Methodists  became  the  leading  religious  sects
throughout  the  county.23
James  Andel.son  was  the  fir.st  Methodist  ppeachep  to
settle  west  of  the  Blue  Ridge.     He  'was  an  outstanding
minister  of  his  time  and  had  a  number of  descendants,  who
became  very  influential  in  this  al.ea.    It  was  thl.ough  the
leadership  of  these  citizens  that  the  Methodist  Church  got
its  first  foothold  in  the  county.2tr
Very  little  is  known  about  the  first  Baptist  pl.eachers
ln Yancey  Coimty.    It  is  certain,  though,  that  they  greatly
outnumbered  the  Methodists.    As  early  as  1850  there  were  29
23  Deyton,  eE.  £±±..  p.  4-9.
2tr EEi±.,  p.  tr9.
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chur.ohes  in  the  county,  20  of  which  wore  Baptist.    Only  eight
were  Methodist  and  one  was  German  Baptist,   oorrmonly  known  as
Duckard.25
Chul.ch  services  were  held  rather  ippegulaply  in  those
days;   consequently,  when  a  good  preacher  came  into  the  area,
1t  was  a  common  pl.actice  fop  the  people  to  follow  him  from
one  church  to  another.    Often whole  congl.egations  of  one
Church  would  visit  another  nearby  chul.ch  to  attend  its  service.
I)enominatlonal  rivalry  was  very  keen  throughout  the  mountain
apes.    Many ministers  preached  against  denominations,  other
than  their  own,  with more  zeal  than  they  preached  against  the
sias  of  their people.    This  spirit  existed  until  after  the
tor.n  ol`  the  twentieth  century.    Each mlnistep  hoped  to  see
his  denomination  become  ppedominent.26
The  movement  to  establish  Yancey  Collegiate  Institute
as  a  Baptist  school  began  in  the  late  1890ls.    At  least  one
Baptist  minister.,  who  was  ropried  about  the  Baptist  position
in  this  area,  warmed  his  people,   '''ITf  we  donlt  go  chead  and
do  something  and  d®  it  quickly,   tr`_ese  hellish  Presbyterians
are  going  to  take  this  country".27
Before  the  state-sixppopted  schools  came  to  the  mountains
25 E±.,  p.  50.
26  James  Hutchins
rgfsg¥±£:±nfawfps:S±±£±n#ng±83£Ba%3±Leg±ate p.   10.Institute
27  EE±.,  p.1o.
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each  of  the  three  strongest  denominations,  Baptist,  Methodist,
and  Ppesbyterlan,   strove  to  increase  its  number  and  prestige
through  private  schools  for  the  youngsters  of  its  congrega-
tion.    The  Methodist  Church  began  its  school  in  1852.    This
institution,  ]mown  as  the  Bul.nsville  Academy,  offered  edn-
cational  training  for  ahaost  half  a  century.28    I,atep,  in
1899,  the  Presbyterian  Church  opened  the  doors  of  the  Stanley
Hccormick  School,  which  operated  until  1922,  when  it  was
changed  to  a  trade  school  under  the  name  of  Carolina  New
College.    It  operated  in  this  capacity  fop  only  a  few  years.29
The  numel;ical  domlnanoo  of  the  Baptists  in  this  &pea
today  is  due  largely  to  the  influence  of  the  Baptist  school,
Yancey  Collegiate  Institute.    Factors  involved  in  the  develop-
ment  of  th.is  influence  will  be  discussed  ln  the  for.egoing
chapters  of this  thesis.
28  Teacher.s  Training  Class,  £]z.  £±±.,  p.10.
29  H.   G.   Bailey,   Per.sonal  Interview,   Secember  20,   1951®
CHAFTBR   11
RARI+H   EDUCATION   IN  YJENCEY   COUNTY
The  matter  of  public  education has  been  One  of  the
leading  problems  faced  by  the  citizens  of Yancey  County
since  the  first  settlers  arrived  in  this  ape&.    In this
chapter  the  development  of  the  educati&nal  program  will
be  discussed  by  periods.    The  first  period  includes  the
achievements  made  duping  the  first  half  of  the  nineteenth
centur.y  befoz.e  an  effective  school  system  was  developed.
The  second  period  deals  with  movements  made  during  the  last
half  of  the  century  when more  definite  interest  was  beirig
shown  in  public  educ&tlon  for  the  masses.    The  last  period
includes  a  discussion  of  the  secondary  school  movement  and
the  improvement  of  the  elementary  schools  since  the  turn
of  the  century.
The  First  Schools
During  the  folma.tive  year's  of  Yancey  County  the
people  were  more  concerned  with  establishing  homes,  driving
back  the  wilderness,  and making  a  living  for  their  families
than  in  a  formal  education  for  their  children.    In many
cases,  families  wel.e  too  poop  to  pay  tuition  fees  art  help
provide  a  school  building  in  their  community.    In most
instances  thel.e  was  a  task  for  each  child  to  d®  at  home  by
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the  .time  he  was  old  enough  to  tl.avel  to  and  from  school  by
himself .     There  was  I.e&11y  no  great  demand  fop  a  formal
education  by  the  youth  who  would  follow  the  footsteps  of  hlg
parents  &s  a  fpontiep  famep  in  a  section where  there  was
little  business  activity.    The  life  of  the  early  settler.s
usually  consisted  of  long hour.s  of  laborious  duties  the  year
round,  with  recreation of  a  limited  nature  occasionally  at
night  and  a  trip  to  the  chur.ch  of his  choice  on  Sunday.
The  settlepsl   lives  were  very  individualistic,  with  little
interest  in  activities  outside  their  own  imi'iediate  surround-
lugs .
The  fact  that  the  masses  were  not  interested  in  an
education  is  verified  ty  the  census  of  1850,  which  showed
that  only  962  adults,  out  of  7,809  reported,   could  read
and  write.1    The  facts  listed  above  do  not  mean,  however,
that  there  were  no  schools  taught  duri]ng  this  period.    Al-
though  few  formal  records  have  been  kept  of  the  early
schools,   state  records  show  that  the  county  participated
in  the  State  I,iterary  Fund  as  ear.|y  as  |8|i|+.2
The  first  schools  were  taught  by  local  teach®ps  too
were  employed  fop  a  period  of  six  weeks  duping  the  wlntep
months.     These  were  teachers  who  had  a  limited  education
1  J.   a.  Deyton,   "History  of  Toe  River  Valley,'t   (unpub-
1ished  Masterls  thesis,  The  University  of  North  Carolina,
chapel  Hill,1931),  p.  tr2.
2  EELd_. ,   p.   fro.
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themselves  but  were  able  to  teach  the  fundamentals  of  basic
coups®s  in  reading,  wl.icing,   spelling,   and  arithmetic.     In
marry  instances  the  teacher  accepted  a  position  upon  Completion
of  the  first  seven  grades  in  school,  and  often  a  teacher  who
was  in his  late  teens  op  early  twenties would  enlist  students
who  were  older  than  he.    Usually  the  teachers  carried  on  the
occupation  of  far.ming  or  other  local  work  during  the  remain-
ing months  of  the  year  in  olider  to  earn  a  living.    The  first
teachers  taught  for an  average  salary  of  $16  pep  month.3
Schools  were  taught  in  one-roomed  buildings  made  fr.om
logs  and  furnished  with  hewn-log  seats  and  desks.     The  class-
rooms  then,   as  now,   were  very  crowded.     It  was  not  uncommon
to  find  a  teacher  teaching  from  60  to  loo  students  ln  one
school.     Supplies  end  equipment  were  very  scar.ce  and  crude.
The  average  student  owned  a  slate  and  a  few  books  that  he
was  fortunate  enougth  to  collect  from  various  sources.tr
The  First  Educational  Movement
_            _____     _   __
By  the  time  of  the  passing  of  the  first  half  of  the
century,  many  settlers  of  Yancey  County  had  become  permanent
I.esidents.     The  Indian  problems  had been  overcome,   the
3  Teachers  Training  Class,  Hlsto
:]{:Pnp.ey.  Gpunt]r" ( Burnsvllle :   Teache
tr EE¥.,  p.   17.
and   Goo
ass, p . 17 .
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wlldepness  h8.d  been  pushed  farther  west,  and  the  people  had
begun  to  settle  down  to  some  cultural  developments.    More
omphesis  was  being  placed  on  p®1igion  and  an  education  was
desirable,  if  not  a  necessity,  for the  masses.
By  1853  the  average  school  term  had  been  extended  to
two  and  a  half months,  and  the  number  of  schools  taught  in
the  county  as  pepopted  by  Calvin  H.  Wiley,  State  Superin-
tendent  of  Schools,  had  incl.eased  to  22.     The  following  year
the   same  report  showed  a  continued  growth  in  the  number  of
schools,  witb  33  schools  being  taught.     By  1869  the  number
had  increased  to  37  schools with  an  equal  nunbel.  of  licensed
teachers.     These  schools  accomriiodated  about  one-half  the
school-age  population  of  the  county.    HoweSel.,  the  length  of
the  school  term  pomalned  at  about  two  and  a  half  months  with
the  average  teacherng  salary  still  $16  pep month.5
Before  1830  the  person  having  finished  what  is  now
lmown  as  the  seventh  gz.ado  was  considered  to  have  a  good
education,  but  with  the  incl.easing  number  of  small  schools
throughout  the  county  there  came  a  desire  on  the  p&pt  of  many
to  continue  thelp  educ&tlon  to  the  seconclary  level.
The  Methodist  Church  took  the  first  step  toward  the
establishment  of  a  secondary  school  in  the  early  1850Is.
This  denomination  had  become  vel.y  influential  under  the
5  Deyton,   £2p.   ±±±.i   p.   LO.
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leadership  of  James  Andel.son  and  his  descendants  ln  the  Blue
Ridge  apes.    The  desire  of  the  chum.ch  was  to  continue  expand-
ing  its  influence.    The  leaders  felt  that  the  surest  and most
logical  way  to  maintain  this  coveted  position,  at  a  time  when
the  demand  for  education  was  inopeasing,  was  to  establish  an
educational  institution.    Under  these  conditions  Stevens  C~.
Adams  came  to  Burnsvllle  from  his  home  in  Tennessee  to
establish  a  Methodist-supported  high  school.     He  succeeded
in his  efforts,   and  in  1832  the  Bumsvllle  Academy  was
opened.6
Fop many  years  following  its  establishment,   the
Academy  existed  under  very  strenuous  and  often  hazardous
conditions.    Although` 1t  was  forced  to  Close  fop  two  or  throe
years  during  the  War  Between  the  St8.tes,  it  was  able  to  sur-
vive  mali.y hardships  until  late  in  the  1890ls.7
The  founder,  Stevens  G.  Adams,  remained  head  of  the
school  for.  flv®  years.     He  was  replaced  by  John A.  Armons,
who  served  until  the  outbreak  of  the  war.    During  the  first
years  of  the  war  the  school  sepved  this  section  under  the
leadership  of  Clayton  Bot`man,  George  Wilson,  end  Don  Wilson.
During  the  latter part  of  the  war  the  domend for men,  both  at
home  and  on  the  front,  became  so  g.rest  that  the  School  was
6  Teachers  Training  Class.  ±9±.j±E.
7  Ibid.
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forced  to  close.
The  acadeny  was  pe-opened  in  1866  by  Meriwether  Lewis
and  served  in  its  original  capacity  for  appl.oximaterty  30
more  years.    The  exact  date  that  the  school  was  terminated
is  not  known.    Records  indicate  that  the  school  closed  some-
time  duping  the  |89ois.8
Although  Bul.nsville  Academy  was  never  a  chartered
institution,  1t  had  a  wide  reputation  as  being  the  best,
acadeny  in Western  North  Carolina  at  that  lime.9
Elementary  schools  continued  to   incpeas®  in  nunbep  as
the  population  increased  and  the  desire  fop  an  education
grew.    Teachersl   salaries  increased  gradually  along  with
frequent  extensions  of  the   school  term.     Teachers  were  soon
required  to  pass  an  examination  given  by  the  local  superin-
tendent  of  schools  to  determ`ine  the  type  of  teaching  certif-
icate  for  which  they  could  qualifty.    Gel.tificates  granted
were  of  grades  one,   two,  or  thl.ee.    A  local  high  school,
along  with  more  specific  teaching  I.equirements,  was  a  great
asset  to  the  elementary  schools.     The  quality  of  teaching  was
greatly  increased,   and  the  interest  in  schools  grew  I.apidly,
as  the  aver.age  citizen  realized  the  value  of  &fi  education
fop his  children. 10
8  Teachers  Training  Class,  eB.  £±E..  P.10.
9 E±.'  p.17.
10  Ibid.'  p.17.
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School  Movement
The  secondary  school  movement,   that  had  already  begun
in many  sections  of  the  nation,  did  not  begin  in  Yancey  County
until  near the  turn of  the  twentieth  century.    Secondary
schools  and  colleges  were  increasing  in  nunbep  and  size  thl.ough-
out  the  nation.    Feriodlcals  and  books  were  circulating  into
almost  every  community of  the  nation  in  increasing  nunbeps.
Improved  poads  and  modes  of  tpanspoptation  and  communication
were  not  only  bringing  families  and  friends  olosor  together,
but  were  making  neichbors  of  states  and  nations.    Yancey
County,with  its  many  illitep&te  adults  and  limited  mmbep
of  Schools,  was  haz.diy  lieady  to  face  the   outside  world  on
an  equal  educational  basis.    Leaders  throughout  the  county
began  to  realize  that  better  eduo&tional  facilities  wel.e  not
only  desirable,  but  were  an  absolute  necessity  fop  the  coming
generations  of  their  people.LL
The  Methodists  had  already  extended  their  influence
through  their  high  school.     It  was  now  time  for.  the  PI.esby-
tepians  to  take  a  step  fopual.d.     They  took  such  a  step  when
they  established  the  Stanley  Mccormick  School  1n  1899.
Stanley  Mccormlch  was  a  modem,   efficient  high  school  for  a
nunbep of  years,  offering  the  best  in  hig]i  school  education
11  Frank  Watson,  Personal  Interview  with  the  Author,
Spruce  Pine,  North  Carolina,  February  8,   1952.
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to  itg  students.    There  were  nany  outstanding  educators  wiio
taught  ln  the  school,  mcklng  lt  a  highly  reputable  school
fop  23  years.    In  1922,  with  the  number  of  highssohools  in-
creasing  greatly  in  this  area,  the  school  was  oonvel.ted  into
a  tl.ado  school  fop  a  few  years  under  the  name  of  Capollna
New  College.    Competltlon  from  state-supported  high  schools
soon  forced  the  school  to  close.12
The  Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute  was  the  next-school  to
be  opened  on  the  secondary  level.13    The  writer  does  not  deem
it  necessary  to  discuss  any phase  of  that  school  at  this
point,   slnoe  the  pemainlng  chapters  of  this  work  are  devoted
exclusively  to  that  puxposo.
In  1907,   there  was  a  prlvat®  school  opened  at  Bald
Creek,  a  small  oormunity  about  ten  miles  west  of  Burmsville.
It  offered work  on  the  secondary  level  for  a  short  period.
No  recol.ds  of  this  school  are  available,  but  former  students
honor  the  school  as  being  efficient  and progz.essiv®  during
its  existence.14.
The  elementarpy  schools  along  with  the  socondal.y  schools,
continued  to  increase  in  size  and  efficiency.     By  1910  the
Burnsvl±2e¥.N8itEa§::gil::?S3g::in:::e;8?e¥9¥i?h  the  author,
13  Minutes 2£ !E±  IE±±ge¥  E±p±i..a± Assooiation, ±9_0_1,   p.    11.
11[  Mpg.  A.   Z.   Jamepson,   Personal  Interview  with  the
author,  Burnsville,  North  Carolina,  December  31,  1951.
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school  term had  been  extended  to  five  months®    Oertificatlon
remained  in  the  hands  of  the  county  superintendent  of  schools
until  an  &ot  of  the  state  legislature  made  cerbiflcatlon
uniform throughout  the  state  in  |9|7.L5
In recent  years  educational  progress  has  papalleled
that 'of  most  North  Carolina  counties,  with  standal.d  pequlpe-
ments  being  established  fop  all  state-supported  schools  ln
North  Carolina.    At  present  Yancey  County  has  five  Consol-
idated  schools  and  one  modern  elementary  school.    There  is
also  one  small  elemEntary  School  for  Negl.oes.    These  schools
employ  138  teaoheps  and  a  supervisor  of  instruction.    During
She  1951-52  school  term  there  were  tr,350  students  enrolled
in  the  sohoo|s®16
15  Teachers  Training  Classt  9]z.  £±±.t  P.  10.
Wstatis:±c¥:n£:go::¥t¥9§¥:er±ndendent  of  Public  schools ,
CHAPTER  Ill
ESTABLlsENERT  OF  yANCEy  COLLEGIATE  INSTITurE
Determlnative  Factors
B.he  increasing  interest  in public  education  throughout
many  sections  of  the  nation  in  the  latter part  of  the  nine-
teenth  century  found  receptive  minds  in  leading  citizens  of
Yancey  County.    The  denominational  rivalry  that  had  existed
for  many  years  in  this  area  was  revived  duping  this  period
by  the  idea  of  denominational  schools.    The  Methodists  had
greatly  expanded  their  influence  through  the  Bupnsville
Academy.    There  was  an  increasing  oppol.tunity  for  the
PI.esbytel.ians  to  establish  a  similar  school.    Yet,  the
Baptist  churches  in  the  couhty  had  more  members  than  all
other  denominations  combined.    In  time  it  became  evident  that
thel.e  was  increasing  need  for  the  establishment  of  a  Baptist
school  that  would  serve  as  an  educational  institution  and  &t
the  same  time  lncpease  the  denominational  influence  on  the
generations  to  come.1
The  idea  of  a  Baptist-supported  high  school  in Yancey
County  was  conceived  by  some  local  members  of  the  denomination.
1  James  Hutchlns,  A  Sketch  of
rB:;ng¥EiE:?S±dfas¥S±S±i#i¥±§Fa3gpg=±±=g=S-g9=,  p.  9.Institute
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|t  soon  became  a  genel.al  topic  for.  conversation  among,  not
only  the  Baptists  ln  the  area,  but  also  the  many  citizens  who
realized  the  gI.eat  need  fop  better  educational  facl|itles.2
0n  September  27,   1892,  I.  F.  Watson,   a  young  lawyer,
art.ived  in  Burmsville  to  establish  a  law  practice.    He  had
attended  both  public  and  private  schools  in  Glenville,  North
Col.olina,  and  had  just  been  graduated  from  the  University  of
North  Carolina  Law  School.3    This  young  lawyer  was  an  ardent
Baptist  who  was  velry  much  interested  ln  Chpistlan  education.
He  was  not  long  ln  pealizlng  the  need  for  better  sec'ondary
education facilities  in  this  area,  and he  lost  no  time  in
using  his  influence  to  develop  such  facilities.tr
The  ne.ed  for  ChI.istian  education  was  magnified  by  the
moral  and  spiritual  conditions  throughout  the  County.    In
1892  it  was  estimated  that  there  were  300  illegal  whisk::p.  stills
operating  ln  the  311  square  mllo  area  that  made  up  Yancey
County.    It  was  not  unusual  to  see  highly  intoxicated people
attending  chul.ch  sepvlces  or  other  public  meetings.    At  ainost
ever.y  public  gathering  a  flcht  would  develop  between  two  op
more  people.    Hob  f±ghtlng  was  very  6ormon.     Mug.deps  were
committed  so  frequently  that  it  was  unusual  for  court  to  convene
3  E.  F.  Watson,  Personal  Interview  with  the  Author,
Spruce  Pine,  North  Car.olina,  February  9,  1952.
tr  James  Hutchins,  E.  £±±.  p.  22.
all
without  a murder  charge  to  be  tried.    Prostitution had  become
such  a  social  problem  that  every  cormunlty  was  faced  with  the
danger  o£.  having  its  mop&1  standards  shattered.5
Toward Building A
Under  these  existing  conditions  some  of  the  leading
ministers  and  public-minded  citizens  of  the  county went  to
the  meeting  of  the  Yancey  Baptist  Association,  which met  in
the  Crabtree  church  ln  late  August,  1899,  with  a  determiination
to  take  steps  toward  building  a  high  school  in  the  county.
The  idea  was  put  befol.e  the  Association,   and,   after  much
discussion,  the  groixp  decided  to  attempt  to  build  such  a
school.    At  this  same  meeting  a  board  of  trustees  was  appointed
''with  power  to  select  a  site  and  proceed  to  the  building  of  &n
&ssociatlonal  high  school."5
It  was  the  unanimous  opinion  of  this  board  of  trustees
and  tbe  people  represented  by  them  that  the  school  should  be
opened,  fir.st  to  Baptist  students  of  the  county,  then,  if
facilities  permitted,  students  from  other  counties  and  other
denominations  would  be  accepted.6    The  primary  objectives  of
5  Catalogue  2£  ¥_ap__c_e_¥  Collegiate
6 Watson, i. ±.
Institute 1923-2tr.
IJI8R{+RY
Appalachian  State  Teai`tlers  Collcgc
Boone,  North  Caroll|.
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of  the  school  would  be  to  offer  a  secondary  eduo&tion  of  the
highest  quality  to  those  who  enrolled  and  to  teach  the  stud-
ents  the  value  of  Christian  educe.tion  in  combating  the  moral
and  spipltual  evils  that  existed.7
There  were  many  obstacles  to  discourage  the  building
ppogpam.    The  most  threatening  of  these  was  the  lack  of  funds
to  finance  the  school.    Although  the  living  standards  of  the
average  Yancey  County  fariiily  had  been  steadily  rising  for
some  years,  and many  families  w®pe  living  fairly  comfortable
lives  from  the  profitsi of  their.  respective  buslnesses,  very
few  were  able  to  make  adequate  contl.ibutlons  tow&z.d  the
building  of  this  school.    The  churches  had  almost  no  avail-
able  funds  fop  such.  a  ppogpam,   and  it  looked  as  if  the  school
would  have  to  be  built  upon  the  faith  of  those  who  were  so
intensely  inter.ested  in  it.    So,  in  spite  of  the  dark  outlook,
the  the  board  of  trustees  made  inm'iediate  plans  toward  building
the  school.8
Boar.d  of  Trustees
The  original  boar.d  of  trustees,  elected  by  the  Yancey
Baptist  Association  in  1899,  made  plans  for  securing  a  site
and  constructing  a  building  for  the  proposed  school.    This
7 Watson, i. i.
8  Watson,   loo.   cit.
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IRE  ORIGINAli   BOARD  OF  TRUSTEED  APPOI-NEED  BY
IRE  ¥ANCEr  BAPTlsT  AssoclATloN  IN  1899  To  MARE  plANs
JEND   CONSTRUCT  A   BUILDING   FOB  A   SCHO0Iits
a.  a.  Riddle,  Charlman,
W.   a.   Banks,  member,
J.   S.   Husklns,  m®mb®r,
E.   F.   W&tson,  m®mbep,
J.   F.   Byrd,   m®mbep,
N.   N.   Silver,  momb®r,
W.   H.   Spar.ks,   member.,
J.  a.  Sparks,  member,
Burnsvill®,  N.   C.
Bupnsville,  N.  a.
Burmsvllle,  N.  a.
Burmsvill®,  N.  a.
Can®  Rlv®p,   N.   a.
Hicaville,  N.  a.
Double  Island,  N.  a.
Green  Mountain,  N.   a.
t"5"inutesofthee£ !E± ¥aq?py  Ban_t..ist Assoolation, I_9_9_I_. ,   p.2.
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board  consisted  of  ®i8ht  men,   all  members  of  the  Baptist
denomination  and  residents  of Yanoey  County.    Their  duties
were  properly  discharged  when the  first  building  was  Com-
pleted  in  1901.    At  that  time  it  became  nece8s8.Iry  to  provide
for  a  I.egulap  boal.d  of  trustees  to  act  as  a  govez.ming  body
fop  the  institution.     In  1901  the  Yancey  Bapblst  Association,
1n  session  late  ln  August,  elected  a  board of  18  men.    This
board  was  divided  into  three  groups  of  six men  each.    The
first  group  was  elected  to  serve  for a  period of one  year,
the  second  group  fop  a  two-year  period,  and  the  third  group
fop  a  three-year  period.9    After  1901  there  was  one  gI.oup  of
six men  elected  at  each  annual  session  of  the  association  to
sol.ve  for  a  period  of  three  years,  and  one  group  of  six
retired  from  the  board  at  the  sane  time.10
Members  of  the  board  were  elected  by  the  delegates  of
the  Baptist  churches.    They,   like  the  original  bo&pd,  wel.e
to  be  members  of  the  fienomination  and  residents  of  the  county.
Any  member  was  subject  to  re-election  if  desired.11
Aid  From  The  Home  Mission  Board
In  1898  Dr.  A.  E.   Brown,   a  man  Hho  had  distinguished
himself  as  a  Christian  educator,  was  elected  sup®rinbendent
9  Minutes  of  the_   ___    _ __            _
10  Minutes
¥apcey Bapqu Assocl ation,  1901.
9£ ±Eg Yancey  Baptist
±L  EEi±.j   1901,1911.




of  the  HOuntain  School  Program  of  the  Southern  Baptist  Con-
vention.    The  Home  Mission  Board  had  already  seen  the  great
need  fop  Christian  schools  in  the  lower  Appalachlan "ountain
region.    It  was  then  Dr.  Broun.s  duty  to  survey  the  I.egion
and,  with  the  money  that  was  available  from  the  Southern
Baptist  Convention,  help  build  and  support  Baptist  schools
where  they  were  needed  most.12
In  1900  Dp.   Brown  came  into  Yancey  County  to  offer
aid  and  help  solicit  funds  for  the  school  that  was  about  to
be  built  in  Bumsville.    He,  along  with  some  local  ministers
and  other  prominent  men  of  the  county,   spent  much  time
meeting  and  lecturing  to  audiences,  large  op  small,  that
they  were  able  to  assemble  throughout  the  county.    A  small
enount  of  money  was  contributed  by  the  local  people,  but
the  greater. part  of  both  the  original  cost  as  well  as  the
maintenance  expenses  was  paid  by  the  Home  Mission  Board.13
Ori8ln&1 School  Plant
The  location  of  the  school  was  a  question  that  ralsod
much  discussion  from  the  time  the  I.irst  plans  wel.e  made.
The  first  proposal  was  that  the  Crab8ree  Church  donate  a
small  section  of  its  propel.ty  as  a  site  for.  the  school.
12  Minutes
p.   17.
e£ EEg  ¥±peey  papti_§_I
13  Hutohins,  eE.  £±±.,  p.10.
Association 1915.
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This  proposal was  rejected  by  the  church  soon  after  it  was
introduced  at  the  ¥&ncey  Baptist  Association  in  1899.Ltr
Upon heaping  of  the  proposal  and  its  rejection  by  the  CI.ab-
tl.ee  Church,   Sam  Bermett  and  his  wife,   Jennie  Bennett,
announced  that  they would  cheerfully  give  to  the  Baptist
Association  a  suitable  building  site  in  Burmsville.    The
Bennett  Estate  consisted  of  a  large  fann  on  the  north  side
of  Burmsville.    The  Association  gratefully  accepted  this
offer  without  fupthel.  investigation.     The  deed,  which
called  for  two  aor.es  of  land  for  the  purpose  of  building  a
school  and  promoting  religious  work,  was  signed  on  Mal.ch  2,
|9oo.L5    This  tract  was  an  ideal  location  fop  the  school
since  it  was  the  geogpaphical  center  of  the  county  with
roads  leading  to  all  sections.    The  location  also  gave  the
school  the  advantage  of  all  available  town  conveniences
offered  ln  Burmsville.
The  exact  date  that  the  building  program  began  is
not  known.    The  fir`st  building  fop  the  new  high  school  was
completed  in  the   surmner  of  1901.     This  building  was  to
serve  &s  both  the  administration  and  classroom-building.
Its  total  cost  was  SL,252..72.    This  was  the  only  building
Mhnutes  of  the
p.   10.
Mat.Ch  2:5  f;88:yBg:kun:I,
¥anoey  Baptist Association,   1901.
Office  of  the  Register  of  Deeds,
p.   358.
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that  was  completed  before  the  School  opened.16
Realizing  that  the  school  would  open  in  the  fall  of
1901,  the  local  officials  and  the  Home  Mlsslon  Board  tsegan
looking  fop  a  man  to  superintend  the  school.     Roswell  E.
Flack,  who  had  just  graduatd  fl.om  Wake  Forest  College,
applied  for  the  position  and  was  accepted.    Upon his  arrival
in  Bul.nsville  he  was  interviewed  by  I)I.   Broim  and  E.  F.
Watson.    After  noting  his  youthful  appear.anoe  and  detecting
a  speech  defect  in  the  young  man,   both  Brown  and  Watson
tried  to  persuade  him  not  to  accept  the  position.    In  reply
to  their  persuasion Flack,  being  a  vel.y  determined young
man,   answered,   ''1  came  here  to  run  this  school  and  by  the
help  of  God  Ilm  going  to  run  it''.     Bpotm  and  Watson  decided
that  a  young  man  with  so  much  determination  should  be  given
an  opportunity  to  prove  his  capabilities.     So  I-`1ack  became
the  f'1rst  principal  of  the  Baptist  high  school  which  operated
under  the  name  ''The  ¥ancey  Collegiate  Institute."L7
First  School  Termi
The  school  opened  fop  the  fir.st  time  on  September  9,
1901.    Three  qualified  teachers  were  selected  to  teach  the
first  school.    Flack,  previously  mentioned,  held  the, degree
16  Minutes  of  t;he
p.   10.
Yancey  Baptist  Association 1901,
17  Watson,   loo.   cit.
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Bachelor  of  Apes  from  Wake  F®r®st  C®11ege.     He  served  as
ppinoipal  and  taught  the  high  school  subjects.    Lydia  Pass-
mope  was  the  teacher  of  the  intermediate  department  and
mu81o.    She  hold  the  degree  Baohelop  of  Literature  from
Oxfol.d  Seminary.     The  teacher  fop  the  pplmaI-y  dopapbment
Was  Florence  Mcp®ters.18
The  exact  number of  students  onpollod  the  first  year
18  not  peoorded.     However,  the  enz.ol]ment  must  have  been
llmlt®d,  due  t®  the  fact  that  there  were  only  three  teaoh®z.a
and  rio  dormltorl®s  available  to  I.eoeiv®  students  who  lived
too  far  away  to  walk  home  each  night.
Jam®8  Hutchlns  and  Joe  Ii®tterman  were  the  flz.st  two
students  to  enroll  1n  the  new  school  and were  the  first  to
graduate .from  the  school  in  |9o6.19
F1&®kls  untiring  efforts  during  the  first  years t
Yanoey  Collegiate  Instltut®  proved  to  his  pessimlstlo  patrons
that  he  could  launch  an  educational  program  suco®ssfully.    An
institution had  b®en born  and he  had  led  it  through  its  most
oritioal  period.    However,  he  dldnot  remain  with  the  school
long  enough  to  reap  the  harvest  of  his  labors.    After  the
first  year  the  resp®nslbillty  of promoting  the  school  fell
18  Minutes
p.   11.
9£ ±±± ¥e±eeaE  P±±t±±± Assoolatlon, 1901,
19  Joe  Letterman,  Personal  Interview with  the  author,
Celo,  North  Carolina,  April  12,  1952.
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on  another  manls  shoulders. 20
With  the  termination  of  the  first  school  year,  the
realization  of  success  also  reached  the  minds  of  the  many
citizens  who  had pat  forth much  effort  to  establish  a  high
school.    rl'hese  people  could  now  off.er  their  children  a
secondary  education  that  previous-..generations  had  not  been
able  to  enjoy.
20  Wabson,   loo.   cit.
CRAFTER   IV
DEVELOPRENT   OF  YENCEY  C0I]LEGIAIE   INSTITUTE
UNDER  E.   E.   HAWKINS,   1902-1916
The   second  year  of  operation  of  Yancey  Collegiate
Institute  began  in  the  fall  of  1902  under  the  leadership
of  one  of  the  most  noted  educators  ever  employed  by  the
school.     E.  E.  Hawkins,  who  had  been  teaching  ln  mountain
schools  for  a  number  of  years  and  had  served  as  principal
of  Bnmsville  Academy  at  one  time,   came  to  lead  the  school
thl.ough  lh  years  of  highly  snccessful  operation.
Hawkins  was  a  mountaineer  by  birth,  having  been
born  near Mar.s  Hill,  North  Carolina,  where  he  attended  school
and  became  noted  as  an  outstanding`young  orator.     He  was
graduated  from  Milligan  College  in  1895  and  irmediat®1y  began
his  teaching  career.    Reputably  he  was  a  man  with  personality
and  character,  whose  qualities  and  determination  t®  do  all
things  with  thoronghness  made  him  the  ideal  man  fop  this
position.1
Building  Program
When  Hawkins  appived  in  Burmsville,  he  learned  that  the
]nst±tu±e :ant fu:::S¥:=: :  £d£::=±£±#nRE.%COlle late1),   p.12.
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original  building  had  not  been paid  for.    During  the  next
three  years  he  spent  much  time  in  helping  solicit  funds  .to
liquidate  this  debt.    By  1905  $3,302.72  had  been  I.alsod
through  subscriptions,  leaving  a  deficit  of  only  $750.2
After  the  first  ye&p  the  school  found  itself  in  need
of  dormitory  facilities  to  take  cape  of  those  students  who
had  to  board  near  the  school  but  were  unable  to  find
adequate  facilities  in  the  nearby homes.    Steps  toward meet-
ing  this  need  were  taken  in  1905,  at  which  time  a  gift  of
$1,000  was  secur.ed  from  the  State  Mission  Board  to  be  matched
by  an  equal  amount  of money  to  be  raised  locally  for  the
erection  of  two  dormitories.    That  same  year  the  contract  was
let  fop  t.wo  dondtories  at  a  cost  of  $1,300.3    One  of  the
dormitories  was  named  the  Watson  Home  in  honor  of  the  greatest
local  contpibutop,  E.  F.  Watson.tr
Two  years  later,   in  1907,  Dp.  Brown  secured  $5,000
from  the  State  Mission  Board  to  be  matched  ty  $1,5000  locally.
This  money  was  used  for  the  construction  of  the  Armie  Arm-
strong  Armex  to  the  girlsl   dormitory.5
2  H_inu_t`e.9  ,9f  th.e.  ¥.P_p.c.gE  Pqpt_i__S.±  Assgg|atlop,   |9.05. ,   p.12t
3  EE±.,  p®   12.
L  James  Hutchlns'  ±8±.  £±±.
5  minutes ±± ±±±  ±±g±£gr  E±p±±..=±  Association,   19o7.,  p®   ]j+.
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By  1907  it  had  become  apparent  that  the  State  and  Home
Mission  Boards  were  going  to  be  by  far  the  greatest  contpi-
butops  to  the  finances  of  the  school.    Subsequently,  the
board  of  tz.ustees  was  instructed  to  make  a  deed  for  all  the
Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  property  to  the  Home  Mission
Board  of  the  Southern  Baptist  Convention.6
In  1908  the  Home  Mission  Board  made  another  donation
of  $2,000  to  be  used  in  the  construction  of  another  boysl
dormitory.    The  dormitol.y,  built  with  this  fund plus  some
money  that  was  raised  locally,  was  named  the  Bennett  Home  fop
Boys,  in  honor  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.   Sam  Bennett,  who  contributed
the  land  fop  the  school..7
The  total  debt  of  the  school  1n  1910  amounted  bo  $1,750.
A  campaign,   sponsoped  ty  the  local  citizens  to  I.aise  money  to
pay  off  the  debt,  was  unsuccessful.    The  following  year  the
Home  Mission  Board  contributed  $500  to  be  paid  on  the  d®bt®8
In  l91tr  the  Brown  Home  fop  Boys  was  built  at  a  cost
of  Str,OOO,  half  of  which  was  donated  by  the  riome  Mission  Board.9
This  dormitory  is  the  only  original  building  of  the  lnstltu-
tion  that  still  stands.    It  has  recently  been  renovated  a]rd  is
6 ng.'' p.  th.
7  James  Hutohins,  loo.  cit.
8  Minutes e£ EE±  ][ance_¥ E±p±±±±
9  mnutes  of  the
AssociatiOn,
Yencey  Baptist  Association,
12E.,  p®   8®
1914.,  p.  15.
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being  used  as  a  dormitory  for  students  attending  the  Bul.nsville
School  of  Fine  Arts,   sponsor.ed  in  Burmsville  each  summer  by
the  Woman.s  College  of  the  University  of  North  Carolina.
In  1916  a  new  dormitory  for  gil.ls,  which  included  a
dining  room  for  the  student  body,  was  erected.    Plans  were
made  at  this  time  to  equip  the  new  dondtopy  and  administration
building  with  steam  heat  at  a  cost  of  $3,000.     For  this  lmppove-
ment  the  Home  Mission  Board  contributed  $500.10
Many  improvements  were  made  and  most  of  the  necessary
buildings  were  erected  during  the  four.teem  years  that
Hawkins  was  in  charge  of  the  school.    Many  of  the  achievements
of  the  school  can  be  attributed  directly  to  him.    notably,
however,  he  would  not  lead  one  to  think  that  he  deserved  all
the  credit.    He  attributed  much  of  the  pl.ogpess  that  was  made
to  the  wol.k  of  the  local  ministez`s  and  other  oltlzens.    Dp.
Brown,  who  remained  head  of  the  Mountain  School  PI.ogpam  of
the  Southern  Baptist  Convention,  was  very  influential  in
securing  the  many  donations  that  were  made  by  the  State  and
Home  Mission  Boards.11
Other  improvements  made  by  men  who  served  the  school
after  Hawkins  will  be  discussed  in  later  chapters  of  this  thesis.
10  Minutes  e£ E±s r±±!±±±]E  Baptist







Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  never  saw  the  day,  from  the
time  the  m&teplal  was  purchased  fop  the  first  building  until
the  entlpe  ppopepty  was  sold  in  1925,  that  lt  was  fl.ee  from
debts.    It  was  thought  by  the  people  who  originated  the  idea
of  a  Baptist-supported  school  1n Yancey  County  that  there
were  enough  Baptists  and  other  interested  cltlzens  in  the
county  to  suppol.t  the  school.    However,  1t  was  soon  realized
that  many  of  those  who  were  intensely  lntel'ested  were  not
financially  able  to  make  contplbutions  of  sizable  amounts,
and  many  who  could  have  given  a  great  deal  more  became  indif-
ferent  once  the  school  was  established.    Most  of  the  burden
had  to  be  capltied  by  a  few  dependable  supporters.    Had  it  not
been  for  the  gifts  of  the  State  and  Home  Mission  Boards,  the
school  would  have  been  forced  to  close  many  years  before  it
did.12
It  is  commonly  believed  that,  if  any  one  per.son  de-
served more  credit  than  another  in  sharing  the  burden  of
indebtedness  of  the  school  duping  its  entll.e  existence,  that
credit  would  sul.ely  go  to  E.  F.. Wa.tson.     He  was  by  far  the
greatest  contributor  to  the  school  both  in money  and  sepvioes
pondered.     Hawklns,  being  employed  by  the  school,  gave  his
p.   10.
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full  time  and  support,  and  the  intangible  benefits  realized
by  the  institution  from  his.  services  wore  priceless;  but
Hawking  had  a  large  family  of  13  children  to  support  on  the
meager  income  he  received.     Therefore,  he  was  unable  to  make
13
much material  contribution.
Enrolhaent
The  increased  enrollment  from  year  to  year  at  Yancey
Collegiate  Institute  is  evidence  that  the  institution was
endeavoring  to  meet  the  educational  needs  in  this  ap©a.
Due  to  the  lack  of  facilities  the  enrollment  was  very  limit-
ed  during  the  first  ye&ps,  but  as  the  building  program pro-
gressed  the  student  body  increased.    From  the  time  the
institution  opened  until  the  state-suppol.ted  schools  were
built,  the  school  enrolled  all  the  students  it  could  ac-
cormodate  ne&I.1y  every  year. lil
There  are  no  records  avgiilable   to  show  the  ex&dt
nunbep  of  students  enrolled  in  the   school  each  year  for.
the  first  three  years.    However,  the  total  enrollment  from
1901  to  190L  was  218,  or  an  average  over  72  per  year.
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Most  of  the  students  w`ho  enrolled  during  the  first
four  yea.ps  were  local  boys.  who  lived  within  walking  distance
of  the  school.    There  welle  some   students  who  boarded  in
private  homes  near  the  school,  but  this  practice  was  expen-
sive  and  prevented  many  students  from  entering  the  school.
This  situation was  taken  care  of  in  1905  when  contracts
were  awarded  for  the  construction  of  two  new  dormitop|es.16
With  adequate  dormitory  facilities  and  a  growing
reputation  the  enrollment  jumped  to  150  in  1907.    In  that
same  year  plans  were  made  fop  more  dormitolry  facilities
to  take  care  of  the  anticipated  enl.ollment  fop  the  next
two  Veal.s.     In  1909  the  enI.ollment  jumped  again  to  286.
In  1910  there  was  a  seJepe  epidemic  of  measles.    As  a  result,
many  students  who  were  unable  to  return  to  school  that  fall
because  of  ill  health,  and  others  who  were  kept  away  ty  the
fear  of  catching  the  disease,  caused  the  enl.ollment  to  drop
to  2trl  that  year.17
The  enpol]ment  figures  from  1911  to  1913  were  incomplete
because  the  Minutes  of  the££ EE± ¥qpe.eE  Baptist Association  were
published  before  the  enrollment  was  completed  each  year.
Enrollment  figures  fop  191tr  showed  an  increase  ov®p  the  year
1910  with  a  total  of  236  ermo||ed.L8
16  EE±£..1905.  p.12.
i7  Ej2±£.,   i909,  p.   iha.
18  EE¥.®   1911,  p.   8.
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Late  in  the  summer  of  1916  a  very  destructive  flood
swept  away many  roads  and  bridges  throughout  the  county,
making  transportation  vet.y  difficult.    There  was  also  a
tremendous  damage  to  the  crops  thl`oughout  the  region.    This
misfortune  resulted  in  another  bad  year  from  the  standpoint
of  nunbel.s  at  Y&ncey  Collegiate  Institute.    Only  15h  sttldents
enrolled  that  fall,  the  smallest  nunbep  since  |907.L9
Other  factors  hindered  the  school  from  having  the
desired  support  duping  the  last  yeal.s  that  MI.®  Hawklns   served
as  principal.    In  1913  construction  work  began  on  state-
supported  high  schools  ln  five  outlying  cormiunities  in Yancey
County.    Many  parents  found  it  more  ppactlcal  to  send  th®ip
children  to  these  schools,  where  they  could  live  at  home,
than  to  send  them  to  Yancey  Collegiate  Institute.    The  war
also  had  its  effects,  for  there  was  increased  emplogrnent  fop
the  young  men  of  the  high  school  age.2°
More  significient  enrollment  figures  were  reached
later  in  the  history  of  the  school.    These  will  be  discussed
in  later  chapters.
Faculty Members
The  board  of  trustees  and  the  administration were
19  ng.,  1912-1916.
20  Teacher.s  Training  Class,   History  ±!±§  Geograptry  e£
¥_qpe.ey.  Cp+]nt]r,   1930.   p.   10.
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#    Enrollment  was  incomplete  when  the  Minutes  of  the
¥ancey  Baptist  Association  were  printed.
•::-  Minutes
£  E± ¥-a-p-a-e=y= Baptist  Association, passin.
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w®rg  fortunate  in  the  selection  ol`  teachers  they  were  able
to  make.     Thel.e  has  pl.obably  never  been  eL  sun.plus  of  well
qualified  teachers  in  any  school  system.    Many  schools  even
today  must  accept  teacher.s  with  low  certificates.    The
untiring  efforts  and  careful  consideration  of  those  who
selected  new  teachers`  fop  the  school  paid  great  dividends
from  year  to  year  as  the  number  of  teachers  increased.21
As  has  been  previously  stated,   the  school  opened
the  first  yea.r  with.only  three  teachers.     The  number  was
limited  to  thltee  until  1905,  when  an  extI.a  teacher  was
added  to  the  High  school  staff .     In  1909  the  increased
enrol]ment  made  it  necessal.y  to  add  still  ariother  teacher
to  the  staff.    Five  teachers  sepvedthe  school  adequately
until  1916  when  two  additional  teaLchers  were  secured,  giv-
ing  the   school  a  total  of  seven  teachers.    I-live  of  the  seven
held  one .ol.  more  degrees  from  recognized  colleges.     'l`he  tw6
not  holding  degrees  wel.e  teachers  of  long  teaching  exper-
ience,22
Hawkins  had  the  honor.  of  serving  the  school  a.Qngop
than  any  other  faculty  member.     His  total  sel.vice  amounted
to  lh.  year.s.    A.   J.  Hritchins  has  the  distinction  of  being
second  in  length  of  service.     He  served  the  school  10  years.
p.   17.
21  Minutes  of  the YFrro€_¥_
22  Ibld.,1916,  p.15.
Baptist  Association 1925,
TABLE  Ill
¥ANCFH  cot,REGIATE  INSTITurE
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YEA R         NAME
I_   _  +_
1901       Rosuell  E.   Flack
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During  his  term  of  sel.vice  he  progressed  from  student  to
student-teacher  (part-time  student  and  part-time  teacher) ,
later  bedoming  a  full-time  teacher  and manager  of  the  boysl
home.23
author.?3M:r¥£Si]8?tEg3g:.   Personal  Corl.espondance  of  the
CHAPTER   V
cuRRlcuLUM,   ERTRA-CunRlcubAR  AC]IvlTIEs  AND
ENROIiLMENT   tINDER  E.   E.   RAREINS
Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute  was  handicapped  during
its  early  years  by  its  llmlted  nunbep  of  teachers.    With
Only three  t®aoherg  at  flpst  to  teach  all  the  subjects,
there  was  llttlo  time  left  fop  aotivltles  otitside  the  class-
room.    Probably  the  greatest  need  ®f  the  school  was  extra
t®&oher3,
It  was  bell®ved  that  with more  teachers  the  cup-
ploul\m  could  bo  ®xpand®d  and  the  extra-ourmiculap  activitleB
pr®gpam  could  grow  to  include  such  important  activities  eis
lltez.Spy  societies,  debating  teams,  and  athletics.
thdep  the  conditions  that  existed  in  1902  th®pe
seemed  to  bo  only  one  way  t®  make  the  school  gz'ow.     Every
teacher would have  to  teach  a  full  schodulo  of  classes  and
then  aooept  the  responslblllties  of  sponsoplng  extz.e-
cunricular  activities  after  school hours.    By  doing  this,
both  the  ouprlcular  and  extra-ourz.1oular  aotivitles  could  b®
oxp&nd®d  until  the  enrollment  justlfled  en  inopease  in  the
t.aching staff.1
I  E.  F.  Watson,  Pors®nal  Interview  with  the  Author,
Spruo®  Pine,  N®pth  Carolina,  February  8,   1952.
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Ourrioulun
The  ®stabllshment  and  development  of  a  sound  our.rloulim
was  of  foremost  lmp®rtanoe  if Yancoy  Colleglat®  Institute
were  to  be  recognlz®d  by  other  seoondaz'y  schools  and  colleg®g.
This  was  one  of  the  greatest  rosponslbllltleB  placed  upon
Mp.  Hawkins  after  h®  accepted  the  position.
During  the  first  few  years  of  its  oxistenoe,  the
school  was  limited  ln  the  number  of  courses  that  could  b®
offered  by  the  small  teaching  staff ®    The  pplncipal  taught
the  hlg]i  school  subj®ots,  one  teacher  taught  all  the  1nter-
medlate  gI.Odes,  and  the  other  teacher  taught  all  the  primary
grades.    One  of  the  toachera  taugivt  music  during  the  llmlted
time  that  could  b®  b®prowed  from  other  duties.    In  the
primary  and  intermediate  d®p&I.tmentB  the  regular  hlgiv  school
pz.epapatopy  courses  of  I.o&ding,  writing,  spelling,  &rithmetlc
and  the  fundamentals  of  English  grammar wore  taught.    The
high  school  curpioulum  consisted  of  courses  in  sp.111ng,
English  grammar,  general  history,  Latin,  physical  googpaphy,
&dvano®d  arlthm®tlo  and  alg®bpa,  with  ®thez.  courses  b®1ng
8que®zed  ln  whepovep  poss|b|®.2
The  first  three  years  of  the  school.a  ®xistenc®  wopo
so  succ.ssful,  and  the  number  of  student  applications  fop
admlsslon had  lnoz.eased  to  such  &n  extent  that  th.  board  of
2  James  Hutchins,  Personal  Intervl®w with  the  Authoz',
Wlndom,  N®rth  Oat.ollna,  F.bru&py  8,  1952.
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trustees  decided  to  employ  an  additional  t®achoI.  for  the  t®rm
boglrmlng  ln  the  fall  of  1905.    F*ed  Wilson  was  the  teacher
chosen t®  assist  Hawkins  with  the  instruction  of  the  high
soho®1  students.    W.  a.  Shythe  was  ln  oharg®  of  elementary
lnstpuctlon,   and  Miss  Dovie  Hunt  came  t®  te&oh  the  pplmary
d®p&rtment.3
There  ap.  no  records  of  the  curl.iculim  that  was  off®p®d
during  the  early years  of  the  soho®1,  and  the  writer  of  this
thesis  found  only  one  student  who  remembered  the  ex&ot
Courses  h®  took  while  ®nroll®d  ln  the  school.    Th®Ito  was,
h®w®ver,   an  increasing  ®ndeavop  to  inoludo  ln  the  cuprioulum
all  Courses  that  would  be  ess®nti&1  1n  college  preparat®z.y
work.    That  such  courses  were  taught,  and  taught  with  thorough-
ness,  is  verified  by  the  records  made  by  students  who  entered
college  ixpon  gpaduatlon  from Yanc®y  C®11®giate  InBtltute.     |n
1912  81  per  cone  of  the  graduates  had  go]ae  to  college.    In
that  sane  year  six  entered  Wake  Forest  C611ege,  two  entered
the  Unlverslty  of  N®pth  C&polln&,  alrd  two  glrl8  entered  the
Normal  School  and  Industz.1&1  College  in  Gz.e®nsboro+    The
®duo&tlonal  background  ®f  these  studont3  1s  best  d®s¢rib®d
by  Ppof®ssor  A.  H.  Patterson,   a  m®mb®z.  ®f  the  faculty  ®f  the
Mlnute3
4ng.
e£  ±E±  ¥±±!±_a_®y  B&ptist Assoolat ¥.,
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University  of  North  Carolina:
Some  years  ago  Dean  St&cy  and  I  were  working  on  the
records  of  the  Students  here,  and  I  came  across  a
caz.d  bearing  the  name  of  the  Yancoy  Colleglat®
Institute,  with  the  names  and  records  of  students
from  the  Instltut®  1n  the  freshman  class  that  year.
The  thing which  attracted my  attention was  that
every  one  of  the  students  made  a  good mark  on  every
one  of their  studios-a  thing  that  rarely happens  from
any  soho®1.    I  drew  ltr.  Stacyls  attention to  it,  and
asked  him whether  the  Institute  was  at  Yanooyvlllo.
H18  reply was  that  lt  was  &t  Bumsville,  1n  the
mountains,  and  that  its  record  that  year was  the  most
2:::i:::n:1::a:gy  School  furmlshlng  boys  to  the
In  1909  the  oontlnued  lncre&so  ln  enrollment
nooessitated  the  addition of  a  fifth  teacher  to  the  school.
The  1ncl.oaso  during  this  period was  largely  ln  the  upper
lntemedlate  and high  school  departments.6
Yancoy  Collegiate  Institute  was  one  of  the  first  two
schools  in  the  South  to  offer  current  events.    It  was  also
one  of  the  first  schools  in  the  South  to  dovoto  a  d.finite
peplod  t®  the  study  of  newspapers  and  perlodlcal8.    This
addition  to  the  cuprioul`m was  made  early  ln  the  life  of
the  soho®l  and  soon  beoamo  &n  lmportaut  subject  taken  by
almost  every high  school  student.7
Gpeat®r  8t®ps  of progress  were  shot]rn  ln  the  fell  of
5  €_et±le8 ££ E±± r±e±eez  Collegiate
p.  10.
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1911 when  an  extra  year  was  added  to  the  hlch  school  course
of  study.    Befopo  that  time  the  school  required  only  three
years  of  work  for  graduation.    It  was  the  conviction of  the
board  of  tl.ustees  and  the  faculty  that  students  should  b®
allowed  to  elect  a  limited  number  of  courses.    The  school
had  grown  to  the  extent  that  lt  was  possible  to  offer
extra  courses  at  this  tlm®.    It  was  also  d®clded  that  all
students  attending  a  Baptist-supported  school  should  take
some  courses  ln  pellglous  education;  therefor.  Bible  and
Sunday  School  oouz.sea  were  added  to  the  currioultm  ln  the
fall of |9||.8
The  following  year  there  came  an  addltlonal  onlal.ge-
mont  of  the  curmiculun.    The  Course  of  study was  extended
to  inclu-de  more  courses  ln  11tepatun®,  history  and  math-
ematics.    At  the  same  tine  plans  were  made  to  stress
&gploulturo  and  civlo  govermnent.    Bible,  mlsslon  study,  and
Sunday  School  woz.k  were  to  receive  gz.eater  ®mphasls.9
The  earliest  Complete  peoord  of  the  curplculim  of
the  school  is  found  in  the  Catalog  for  the  year  1916-17.
The  I.®ader  will  observe,  1n  studying  the  ouz.rlculum  as
shoim ln Table  I,  that  the  school  offered  the  courses
8  Minutes  of  the±£  ±E±  Y_a±l_9_9_y  Baptist Assoclat
p.8.
p.   7,   8?
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ess®ntlal  1n  a  liberal  high  school  eduoatlon of  that  time.
Current  events  was  offered  both  semesters  to  all  high  school
students.    Four years  of I,atln were  required  in addition to
Fb811sh,  whloh  w&s  taught  in  every  ol&ss.    Education  and
Pedagogy  were  offered  to  s®nlors  who  planned  to  enter  the
teaching  field.    Begimer8l  Rhetoric  was  tenght  as  a  s®pap-
ate  course  duping  the  sophomore  ye®p  and  in  connection with
1iter&tup®  duping  the  Junior year. 10
Extra-Curploular Activltles
The  broad  currioul`m  that was  offered  ct  Yancey
Collegiate  In8tltuto must  have  kept  most  students  well
occupied  duping  the  school  dgiy.    All  students  were  required
to  take  &t  least  five  ooul.sos  each  term,  and  bhero  was  a
supervised study hall maintained at  all  times  for  those
students  who  were  not  engaged  in  Classroom  actlvitles.
Extra-currioular  actlvltles wore  oapried  on after  8ohool
houz.s  and  on  Satupdays.    Such  a  schedule  tended  to  boost
the  activltios  program  p&ther ,than hinder  it,  because  most
students  were  boarding .studen.ts.    Most  of  those  who  did
not  b®apd  at  the  school  lived .near  enough  so  that  they wore
able  to  remain  af ten  school  ln  order  to  partlcipat®  in  the
10  Catalog  e£ ¥ap_c_9y_  Collegiate Instltuto,`1916-1917.
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actlvltles  ln whloh  they  were  interested.    It  was  never  a
polloy  of  the  school  to  let  out81de  actlvltl®s  lnterfero
with  the  I.egulap  sohedul®d  classes.LL
Lltepary Sooletles. Literary  societies  were  organ-
1zed  ln  the  school  at  an  early  date.    The  e][&ct  date  is
indoflnlte,  but  two  societies  for  boys  were  organized  soon
after  Mr.  Hawklns  became  head  of  the  school.    They  wep®  the
Philom&theslan  and  Engellan  Socletles.    Leiter  the  Euth®slan
and  Dlolectlon  Societies  for  boys  were  organized.    There
were  only  two  societies  fop  girls.    The  nypathlan was  first
to  bo  organized.    It  was  later  divided  into  two  societies
which  were  named  the  Huffonian,  and  the  mg||an.12
Society meetings  wet.e  hard  each Friday  night  during
the  regular  school  term.    The  programs  consisted  of  debates,
essays,  declamations,  discussions  and  reports  on  current
events,  original  stories  and music.L3
Debating was  the most  popular  activity  in  all  the
socletios.    Questions  of  lntepest  that  were  covered  ty  the
newspapers  were  fl.equently  debated.     In  1923  the  armual
debate  between  the  Euthesian  and  Dialectic  societies  was:
"Resolved,  That  the  Allied  War  Debt  should  be  cancelled.''
11  James  S.  Byrd,  Personal  Interview  with  the  Author,
Day  Book,  North  Carolina,  May  1,   1952.
12  Hutchins,  £g.  ±±±.®  PP.  3h-35.
13  Yearbook  of  Yenc®y  Colleglat®  Institute,   1923.
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The  judges  decision was  ln  favor  of  the  negative  team  Com-
posed  of  Ray  Be]mett  and  Nathan Yelton,   versus  Joe  Mul.phy
and  lienoip  Honeycutt  on  the  positive  teem.th    occasionally
a  humorous  subject  was  debated.    One  subject  for  discussion
of  this  type  w8.a:''Resolved,   that  John  Henry  Morton  is  more
handsome  than  Mexton  Hamilton."    Both  nenes  were  fictitious.15
It  was  not  a  I.equlpement  that  every  student  be  a
member  of  a  society,  but  lt  was  expected  that  all  boys  over.
]J+  years  of  age   join.    Socletles  were  ®®n$1deped  an  essential
part  of  the  extra-curpioular  actlvltles program because  th®F
tz.aimed  the  student  t®  express  his  ideas  publloly  with  great-
er  ease  and  better  poise,  and  they  cpe&ted  am  e=oellent  school
spirit.16
Debating Teams , Debating was  not  limited  to  the
society programs.    Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  existed  in
the  days  when  oratorloal  ability  was  oonsldered  essential
for  success  in many professional  fields;  therefore  debating
teams  were  organized  and  participated  in with much  enthusiaan.
Two  outstanding  debating  teams  were  the  Trlangul&r  DebatopB
and  the  Armual  Debaters.17    These  teams  frequently  were  formed
itr  Hutchins,  eE.  ±±E.,  p.   35.
15  Hutchins,  eE.  £±±..  p.   35.
16  EEifu  p.  3h.
17  Yearbook  of  Yanoey  Coll®giat®  Institute,  1923.
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in  the  literal.'y  societies  and were  closerty  affiliated  with
them.    They  usually met  on Friday  nights  but  often  debated
ln  chapel  programs  and  other  special  programs.    Teams  were
usually  llmlted  to  six  oz.  eight  of  the  best  orators  that
could  be  enlisted.    Some  inter-school  debating  was  c&pried
on,  but  the  hlghllght  of  the  debating  calendar was  the  annual
debate  between  the  two  organlzatlons,  which was  usually
held  in  February.18
Rellglous  Activlties®    It  was  expected  from  the
begl]ming  that  all  students  who  enl.oiled  at  the  Baptist
school  would  paptlcipate  ln  the  religious  activltles  of  the
campus.    All  students  were  pequiped  to  attend  Sunday  School
each  Sunday  and  church  services  as  often  as  possible.    In
addition  to  these  services,  chapel  was  made  a  daily  require-
ment  for  all  students.    The  chapel  ppogpams  usually  consisted
of  reading of  the  Soriptupe,  prayer,  the  singing  of  patriotic
op  sacred  songs,   and  announooments.    The  program  was  often
concluded  with  a  brief  lecture  by  one  of  the  teachers  or
occasionally  by  a  visiting  speaker.    On  those  days  when
spe&keps  were  not  available,   1t  was  a  common  practice  fop
Hawkins  to  call  on  each  student  to  stand  and  reeit®  his
favorite  Bible  verse.L9
18  James  Hutohins,  Personal  Interview  with  the  Author,
Wlnd®m,  North  Capollna,  F®bruary  8,   1952.
19  James  S.  Byrd.  ±9±.  £±±.
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The  School ±±]2£=.     The  School  paper,   called  ''The
Y.  C.  I.  Student",  was  published  on  a  bl-weekly  basis.    Tbe
ppintlng of  the  paper  was  done  in  the  local  print  shop  on
the  campus.    The  paper  staff  consisted  of  a  faculty  member
as  advlsol.,  a  student  as  editor-in-chief,  with  other  students
serving  as  assistant  editors,  general managers,  local  editors,
sports  writers,  and  business managers.    These  were  elected
by  the  student  bod.y  at  the  beginning  of  each  year  to  serve  for
One  year.
The  school paper  consisted  of  four  pages  of  stories,
announcements,  articles  written  by  the  faculty,   jokes,  and
adveptlsements.    The  December  10,  1912  edition  oapried  a  full-
page  editorial  on  ''I.awlessness"  by  E.  E.  Hawkins,  an  article
entitled  ''Good  Roads''  by A.  J®  Hutchins,  a  brief  article  on
"The  Powers  of  Thought"  b}f  Chloe  Wilson,   and  local  news  and
advertlsements®
The  paper  was  sold  to  students.  alirmnl,  partons,  and
other  lntepested  persons®    The  rates  were  50  Cents  a  year
oP  30  cents  a  semester.2°
Physical Education Activities. The  athletic  progrcai
participated  in  by  most  of  the  student  body  was  divided  into
20  A  copy  of  the  December  10,   1912  paper  was  secured
by  the  writer  from his  father  who  was  a  student  of  the  soho®1
at  the  time  the  paper  was  published.    It  is  the  onrty  Copy  ln
exlstenc®  that  the  writer was  able  to  learn  about.
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three  parts.    There  were  organized  sports  for  boys  that  were
coached  by  a member  of  the  faculty,  organized  sports  for  girls
that  were  coached  by  a  woman  on  the  teaching  staff,  and  the
uncoached  games  that  wep®  usually  played  by  young®p  boys
and girls.
The  most  popular  sports  for  boys  were  basketball  and
baseball.    Both  8poz.ts  were  played  on  an  inter-school  basis.
Since  there  were  only  a  llmlted  number of  schools  within
a  dayts  jo`urmoy  of  the  school,  the  teams  often  played  some
of  the  opganlzed  independent  teams  thpouchout  the  county®
There  are  no  available  records  of  the  actual  genes  that  were
played,  but  physical  fitness  and  sportsmanship  were  always
emphasized  ln  the  athletic  progpan.21    Football  was  considepod
ty  the  administration  b®foz.e  1923  to  be  too  rough  fop high
school  boys.    The  school  did  not  develop  a  team  before  that
time.     Plans  were  made  1n  1923  fop  a  football  team®    Equipment
was  purchased,  and  a  field was  graded  fop  that  puxpose®    No
records  have  been  found  showing  the  outcome  of  the  team.22
Organized  sports  fop  girls  consisted  of  tonnls  and
basketball.    Both  sports  were  coached  by  a  woman  on  the
teaching  staff .23    These  teams  may  have  played  teams  from
21  James  Hutchins,  op.  Clt.®  P.  34-45.
=====1            ==__I:_=.i
22 Yearbook  of Yanoey Colloglate  Institute,  1923.
23  James  Hutohins,  loo.  clt®
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other  nearby  schools,  but  there  ape  no  records  to  verify  this
assumption.
There  were  many  unonganized  games  played  by  the
smaller  boys  and  girls.    Aunt-ne-over  was  one  of  the  favoz-1tes.
This  game  was  played  by  the  two  teams  taking  positions  on
opposite  sides  of  a  building.    A  lapse  softball  was  used.
The  ball  would be  thrown  across  the  bulldlng  and  the  thrower
would  yell,  `'aunt-ne-ov®p"®    The  one  who  caught  the  ball
ran  then  to  the  Other  sldo  of  the  bulldlng  and  tagged  as  many
members  of  the  opposing  team  as  he  could.    The  opposite  side
suprendep®d  thos.  who  wep®  tagged  and  they  booame  members  of
the  other  team.    The  opposite  side  then  thp©w  tho  ball  and
the  same  ppooedure  was  used  until  one  team  won  all  the  membep8
of  the  opposite  team.2tr
Bullpen was  another  favorite.    This  was  played  ln
much  the  sane-manner  that  dodge  ball  is  played  today.    tphe
participants  gathered  lnslde  the  baseball  diamond.    There
was  one  player  on  each  base  who  threw  the  ball  at  those  with-
in  the  diamond.    If  ho  hit  one  of  the  player.a,  he  remained
on  base;  but  if  he  threw  and missed,  he  exchanged  places  with
the  one  thrown  at.25




games  w®ro  plaLyed  from  tlmo  to   tlmo  ty  various  groups.26
D18olpllae
Most  of  the  students  &t  Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute
Came  from  homes  having  a  z'ellglous  environment.    Nearly
every  student  realized  the  value  of  the  opportunity  that
w&B  his,  and  as  a  result,  was  very  earnest  ln his  work.
Such  students  found  lt  easy  to  adjust  themselves  to  the
strict  requirements  of  the  school.    Discipline  problems  of
a  seplous  nature  were  almost  unheard  of  on  the  campus.    The
usual  petty  ®ffeno®s  were  committed,  however,   and  had  to  be
reokon©d  with.27
There  were  three  types  of  punlshm®nt  commonly  used.
Corporal  punishment  was  used -whenever  neoe8s&ry  for  the
youngez.  boys.    The  gil-1s  who  dlsobey®d  rules  were  usually
given  e][tra  work  to  do.    The  work  generally  oonslstod  of
8woeplng  olasspooms,  h®1plng  oloan  some  of  the  dozmltorles,
or  asslstlng  the  cooks.    The  type  and  extent  of  rork  assigned
depended  on  the  nature  of  the  offense  and  the  attitude  of  the
girl  1n  dlscharglng her  extra  duties.    Fop  the  older  boys
there  was  a more  severe  punishment.    There  were  some  largo
oed=  stumps  scattered  over  the  campus  that  had  not  been  remov-
ed  when  the  tlmbep  was  out  to  build  the  school.    when  a  boy
26  Ibld,
____
27  EE¥.®  p.  36.
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committed  an  ®ffens®  of  a  I.elatlv®1y  sez.ious  nature,  1t  was
a  co]rmon practlc®  to  assigri him  t®  the  task  of  grubbing  a
stump.    His  extra  duties  began  after  school,  and he  usually
had  a  llmlted  time  ln which  to  eomplote  the  task.    If  the
work  was  not  done  within  the  speoifled  time,  he  was  given
&n  extra  stump.28
Stump  grubbing was  a  difficult  task,  and  every  boy
dreaded  lt.    If  such  an  asslgrm®nt  were  made,  however,  the
offender  usually  accepted his  punishment  in  good  splrlts,
while  other  boys  joked  with  him.    Many  times  Other  fellows
would  come  t®  his  aid,  when  they  thought  they  Could  do  so
without  b®1ng  caugivt,  and  the  job  could  be  completed  ln  a
short  tfro.29
Student  govorrment  was  almost  unheard  of  as  a  school
activity  in  the  days  of Yanooy  Colleglat®  Institute.    Its
value  had  not. been r.eallz®d  ln  thl8  seotlon  as  a promoter
®f  dem®op.tlo  pplnelpl®s,  and  the  faculty  and matrons  of
28  Ibld,_____
29  Ih®  writer  reo&11a  an  lnstano®  as  told  by  his
f&thep,  who  was  a  student  of  the  school  at  one  time,  1n  which
a  boy  was  assigned  a  stirmp  to  be  gI.ubbed  over  the  ueekend.
This  particular  stump  was  the  largest  one  on  the  cenpus  and
would  have  required  hours  of work.    The  offender  and his
friend,  who  thoucht  Mr.  Hawklns  was  out  of  town  &t  the  time,
decldod  to  blast  the  stTmp  with  dynamite.    About  the  time
they  were  peaty  to  light  the  fuse  they  looked  around  and
found  that  Mr.  Hatykins  had  been  standing  nearby  all  the  time
to  oatoh  them  ln  their  sehome.    I)he  result  was  an  extra
assignment  for  both  boys.
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the  dormltoples  rarely  seiw  the  time  when  they  needed  the
assistance  of  the  student  body  ln  dlscipllng  students.3°
Fpeeun  Frograns and  Gommeno®ment  ExerclseB
Lyceim programs  were  considered  to  be  lmp®rtant
elem®nt8  in  the  development  of  well-rounded  students  at
Yanc®y  Collogl&te  Instltut®.    An  &ctlvlty  schedule  made  up
of  local  talent  and  outside  attractions  was  planned  each
session.    These  were  actively  supported  by  the  citizens  of
the  town  as  well  as  the  school.3L
The  best  entert&1nment  av&1lable  was  brought  to  the
school  through  the  lycetm  numbers.    This  inolud®d  numbers
by outstanding  violinists,  pianists,  vooallsts,  and  group
pepformanoes.    One  program  was  presented  by  the  Swiss  Bell
Rlng®rs.32
The  lyceim numbers  cane  under  the  dlrectlon  of  the
Piedmont  I,yc®un  Bureau,  of Ashevllle,  North  Carolina,  during
the  latter  years.33    Before  that  tlm®  they  were  Bponsored  ty
a  lycotm  bureau  ln Atlanta,  Goorgla.    The  school  tpled  to
30  Jen®s  Hutchlns,  £p.  £±±.,  p.  36.
31  Catalog of  Yanc®y  Collegiate Institute i  1923-2h.
32  Mrei  a.  R.  Haml.iok,  Pet.sonal  lntervl®w  with  the
Author.  Jun.  28.  1952.
33  Catalog of  Yanc®F  Collegiate Institute,  1921+-23.
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offer  from  four  to  six performances  each  year.3h
The  commencement  exercise  was  an  actlvlty  of  the
school  that  drew  people  from  long  dlste.noes.    It  was
probably  the  most  popular  of  a.11  the  activities  offered  ty
the  school.    In  those  days  entertairm®nt  in  the  pupal
communities  was  very  llmlted,  and  people  would  travel  long
dlstences  to  hear  an  address  by  an outstanding person.    The
school  was  fortunate  in having  some  vel.y  notable  people  to
deliver  gI.aduation  addresses.    In  1902  the  addl.ess  was  made
by  North  Carolinals  great  educational  governor,  Chal.les  a.
Ayoock.    A  few  years  later  Iiocko  Craig,  who  later  became
governor  of  North  Carolina,  was  the  guest  speaker.    In  1909
Judge  J.  a.  Ppltchapd  who  had  served  a  number  of  years  as
United  States  Senator,  made  the  literal.y  address.    Dr.
William  I,ouis  Poteat  was  the  guest  speaker  at  one  time.    He
18.ten  became  president  of  Wa,ke  Forest  College.35
of  GraduatesCplte a- £
The  curriculum  offered  by  Yanoey  Collegiate  Instltuto
was  planned  pplmal`11y  for  those  people  who  were  interested
ln  going  to  college.    Vocational  courses  were  never  greatly
emphasized  by  the  admlnlstration.    Phe  llmlted  nuniber  of
3h  Mpg.  a.  R.  IIamrlck,  ep.  g±±.
35  James  Hutohlnsi  ep.  g±±.®  P.  37.
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o®upses  that  were  offered  outside  the  ac&deml¢  field  were
offered  as  courses  Only  t®  be  elected  by  the  students®
The  administration  encouraged  all  its  students  to  contintie
thelp  education  on  the  college  level,  and  lt  c®nsi8tently
endeavored  to  prepare  each  student  fop  c®11®ge  work.
The  schoolls  record  of  students  entering  o®11eges  is
outstanding.    As  earrty  as  1906  graduates  began  entering  College.
Two  students  from  the  Class  entered  college  that  y®&r.    By
1912  eighty-one  per  cent  of  the  graduates  of  the  institution
had  entered  college.36    As  late  a8  1923  eighty  per  cent  ®f
the  graduates  had  gone  to  ooll®ge.37
Slnoe  Yancoy  C®11®giate  Institute  was  a  Baptist-
support®d  instltutlon  serving  a  predomlnat®ly  Baptist
population,  1t  was  expected  that  the  m&jorlty of  the  graduates
would  attend  one  of  the  Baptist  Colleges  after graduation
from  hlgiv  school.    Three  of  these  institutions,  Wake  F®p®st
College,  Furman  Uhlv®rslty,  and  Cars®n-Neunan  College,
offered  scholar8hip8  to  those  students  who  were  rec®rmendod
by  the  administration  of Yancey  Collegiate  Institute.38
Evidence  of  the  superior  tpainlng  given  &t  this
36  Minutes
p.  7,   8.
2£  £E± ¥9p.eeir  .paptls_I Associati ng.'
37  Yearbook  of  the  Yancey  Collegiate  Institute,  1923.
38Catalog  of  the Yancey  Collegiate  Institute, 1923-2tr.
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institution  and  ®f  thelp  success  ln  college  ls  v®pifled  by
testimony  of  Ppofessop  H.  A.   Jones  of  Wake  Forest  College:
The  boys  who  come  from Yaneey  Collegiate  Institute  to
Wake  Forest  have  given  evidence  of  training  superior  to
that  of  any  other  High  School  in  the  state.    Your  boys
ape  the  very  best.    They  ape  on  the  right  sld®  of moral
3::£?3Sns.    If  you have  any  more  like  them  send  them
39  Hutohins'  E.  £±±.o  P.  38.
OmpTER  vl
YENCEH  COLliEGIATE  INSTITUTE  FROM  1916-1920
Ph®  ourrieulim,  oxtz.a-currloular  activltles,  and  the
general  p®11cles  of  Yanoey  Coll®glat®  Institute  romalned
ppactioally  unchanged from  1916  until  the  Closing of  the
school  ten years  later.1    This  fact  does  not  moan,  however,
that  all progress  stopped  op  that  the  school  did  not  Con-
tinue  to  gp®w  during  the  next  ten  years.    Some  oubstand.ing
sohool  mom  Came  to  operate  the   school  during  this  period.
They wore men who  proved  th®ip  abllitles  ln  later years  by
the  outstanding  work  they  did  both  at  Yano®y  Collegl&t®
Instltut®  and  at  otho± institutions.2
During  the  pot.1od  from  1916  to  1920  the  school  was
h®ad®d  by  two  men,  each  sez.vlng  as  pz.1nolpal  of  the  school
for  two  years.3    The  work  of  th®8e  two  men  will  bo  dlsoussed
ln  the  remaindez.  of  thl8  oh&ptez..
The  Adminlstpation  of  J.  A.___    _         _       _              _               _   ____   _          _     .        ___          -          - I_O_w_e_ry
Hawklnsl   lmmedlate  success®p  at  Yancoy  Collegiate
i Minutes 9£ E± ¥_en_e_ey Baptist  Assoe
2  James  Hutohlns,  A  Sketch  of
Institute ( Burnsville :
3  Ibld.
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p-a a sin .
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Institute  was  Dp.  J.  A.  Lowery.    Very  little  is  recorded
about  the  work  of  Dr.  I,owery,  either  before  he  Came  to  Yanoey
Collegiate  Institute  op  after he  left  it.    He  was  a  Baptist
minister,  having  earned  the  degp6es  of  Hasten  of Arts  and
Doctor  of  Divinity  before  coming  to  Burmsville.    IIls  first
term'i  as  principal  began  in  the  fall  of  1916.    He  served  in
this  Capacity  for  only  two  years.tr
Dp®  Lower'y  had  only  two  begLchers  on  his  first  staff
that  had  had previous  etxpepience  at  Yancey  Collegiate
Institute.    In  addition to  these, .four.  other well  qualified
teachers  were  employed.    They  were  J.  W.  Huff ,  a  graduate
®f  Furman  Uulversiby;  Mpg.   J®  W.  Huff,  from  Winthpop  College;
Alice  Iianbept,  from  Meredith  College;   and  ossle  Powder.5
The  enl.ol]ment,  which  was  hardly  oomplet©  when  the
Minutes £ ±Eg ¥anoe:r  Baptist Association  were printed,  showed
only  154  students  enrolling  in  the  school®    This  meant  that
the  school  erould  operate  under  a  greater  deficit  or  would
release  some  of  its  te&cheps  until  the  enpol]ment  increased.
The  administration  chose  to  retain  its  present  faculty  and
hope  for  more  students  the  following  year.6
Minutes  of  the
5RE.
6  Ibid,_____  ___   I
p.   17.
eE !E± ¥ance_y  Baptist Assocl RE.,
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Thep©  were  two  I.easons  foz.  the  reduced  onrol]ment
duping  I,oweryls  admlnistratlon  of  the  school.    The  war  effort
was  offering  increased  employment  to many  of  the  older  boys
ln  high  school,  and  some  were  forced  to  pemaln  at  home  and
take  over  the  work  that  their  fathers  op  older  bpothers  had
done  before  going  into  the  any.    The  other.  reason,  and  by
far  the  gp®atep  one,  was  the  compl®ti®n  of  five  high  schools
ln  other  sections  of  the  couLnty.     Th®s®  schools  r®o®ived
their  support  from  state  and  local  goverrment  povenues  and
offered  to  the  students  in  the  cormunlties  ln which  they
were  located  a  high  school  education  that  was  much  Cheaper
than  that  offered  by Y&noey  Collegiate  Institute.7
The  reputation  that  had been made  by  the  school  1s
exemplified by  the  lapg®  area  represented  in  the  enpolinent
of  1916-1917.    That  year the  student  body  consisted  of  stu-
dents  from North  Carolina,  South  Carolina,  Florida  and
vinginia'8
Although  the  student  body  was  greatly  I.eduoed  in
1916-1917,  the  cuprioullm  remained  broad  enough  to  offer
almost  any  Course  dedrod by  the  students  enrolled.    Table
11  on page  53  gives  the  complete  currioulun  fop  that  year.
± ZeE±±±h::if:vaL#i#.:;;8;: p:±E±g:=E ± Geography £
8  Minutes  of  the
p.   15.
- Ba tist Association 1917.
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It  will  be  noticed  that,  in  addition  to  the  core  subjects,
such  subjects  as  b®ginnersl  rhetorics,  pedagogy,  agplculture,
political  econony,  and  education had  been  added.    The  type  of
curriculim  offered  appealed  to  any  student  who  planned  t®  go
to  College,   enter  business,  op  seoul.®  a  temporary  teacher..s
cortlficate  and  begin  teaching.9
I.R, Harriss  Succeeds  Dp. ±OwL±TF_
Dp.  I,owery  passed  his  duties  to  the   school  on  to  E.  R.
Harris  in  the  fall  of  1918.    £'op  undetermin®d  reasons,  it
seems  that  Harris  enjoyed  a  more  suco®ssful  administz.ation
than  his  predecessor  had  been  able  to  enjoy.    The  waz.  was
still  1n progress,  there  was  still  a  sh6rtage  of man power
and  a new  state-supported  school  had  been built  in  Burmsvill®.
It  seemed  1®glcal  that  these  conditions  would  cziltloally
reduce  the  enrollment  of  the  school;  nevertheless  the  board
of  tpustee's  gave  Harris  an  increase  ln  teacher  allotment
during his  first  year,  making  a  total  of  ten  teachers.    This
was  the  laz.gest  nunbep  of  teachers  yet  to  b®  employed  ty  the
school.    Strangely  enough,  the  enrollment  that  year  lnoreased
to  250  students.10
9  Ibid.
___
10  Mlnutes  of  the  Yanoey  Baptist  Assoclatlon,1919.,
p.   10,11.
7:1
At  least  three  c®upses  were  added  to  the  our.riculurri
during  the  two  years  that  H&prls  headed  the  soh®ol.    These
wet-e  cour'sos  ln  s®ci®1ogy,  French,   and  home  economlos.     In
&ddltlon  t®  these  thep®  was  a  course  offered  ln  shorthand
and  typewpitlng.    The  following  o®ursea  wel.®  Offered  in
Biblesll
Old  Testament  History
New  Normal  Manual
New  Testament  History
Doctorines  of  Ouz.  Faith
Winning  to  Christ
The  Gpadod  Sunday  School
Seven  Iiaws  of  Teaching
#8::tanBfbiH:P8±g:s¥:Sslons
one  ®f  the  greatest  tragedies  of  the  entip®  school
®ocuprod  on  november  11,  1918.    A  flpe  of  undetermined  origin
swept  through  the  walls  of the  original  pebble-dashed  build-
ing,  which  was  used  fQp  all  administrative  ptxposes  and  con-
tained most  ®f  the  classrooms..   All  I.ocoz.ds  were  burm®d,   and
the  adequately  equipped  library  was  entirely  consun®d  ty  the
fire,12
However,   one  ®f  the  most  lmpz.essive  facts  about  the
soho®l  was  that  olasswopk  was  never  greatly  hindered  because
of misfortune.    The  day  following  the  fire,  the  Bennett  Hcme
11  Catalog  of  ¥ancey  Collegiate  Institute,  1918-19.
12
p.   10,   11.
Minutes  of  the  Yam
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was  modified  into  Classrooms  and  classes  continued  as  usual
until  a  new  administpatlon  building  could be  bu||b.13
In  1919  a  new  administration building was  built.
The  oonstruotion  was  of  bz.1ck  at  a  Cost  of  isLi3,OOO.     It  wa:
one  of  the  most  modern  buildings  in Western  Nor-th  Carolina.
The  new  building  was  a  great  improvement  Over  the  first
building,  both  ln wor]rmanship  and  efficiency.    It  contained
twelve  classrooms,  two  society  halls,   two  music  studios,  a
study hall,  and  a  large  auditorlun,    all  modermly  equipped
with  steam heat  and  electric  lights.Lh
The  enziollment  during  the  leist  year  of  Harrlsl  admin-
istration  peaohed  a  new height.    During  the  school  year  of
1919-20  there  were  318  students  enrolled  in  the  school.L5
13  Hutohins,  ±E.  £±±.,  p.  8-12.
u Yearbook  of Yancey  Collegiate  Institute,1923.,  p.  88.
15 Minutes £ ±
p.   17,   18.
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pROGREss  OF  yANCEy  col,I,EGIATE  INSTITUTE  uNDm
IEADERSHIP  0F  ISAAC   N.   CARR,   1920-1923
Isaac  N.  Carl.  cam.  to  Burnsvllle  ln  the  summer  of  1920
to  aoc®pt  the  leadership  of  Yancey  C®11eglate  Institute.    Ho
pomalned  ln  this  capacity  for  thz.®e  y®&rs.    During  this  tlm®
some  notable  acoompllshments  were  made  by  the  institution.
This  ohapt®r  will  dl8cuss  some  of  the  accomplishments  m&d®
by  the  school  under  Carp.81e&d®rshlp.
Enr®l]ment  Increased
The  enrollment  of  the  school,  oomlng  out  of  a  slump  ln
1917,   contlnu®d  t®  incp®a8®  yo&r: 'by  y®&r  thl]ougiv  the  school
tenn  of  1921-1922.    In  that  year  all  enrollment  records  were
br®kon.1    In  1920  there  were  206  students  enrolled  when  the
Minutes e£ !E± ¥?qe.eF Pep±±±Lt Assoclatlon  were printed.
Students  were  enl.oll®d  after  this  date,  however.    In  1921
the  enrollment  was  stopped  at  350.    This  was  the  first  tlm®
1n  the  ®ntlre  hlstol.y  of  the  School  that  rolie  students  made
application  than  could  be  accommodated  ty  the  school.2  All
1  Minutes  e£ £±± ¥eneeF  pep.tipt
2  Hlnut®s
p.   19.
2£ ± ¥_ap_C9_y




&vallable  dormitory  space  was  filled  to  oap&clty.
oolleee W®z.k  Of f®rod
The  optimistlo  patrons  ®f  the  school  took  great  ppido
ln  the  successful  opepatlon of  the  school  following  the  Flr8t
World  War.     By  1921  it  looked  as  lf  the  school  was  going  t®
grow  beyond  the  dreams  of  its  many  patrons.     Some  members  of
the  board  ®f  tpust®es  b®gan  to  dream  of  a  junloz.  o®11ege  in
Bumsvlll.  to  accormodate  th.  marry  students  who  w®r®  going
away  t®  c®1loge.    With  the  hope  that  their  dr®am8  might  soon
b®eome  a  ro&1ity,  the  board  of  tl.ustees  d®ald®d  that  the
school  should  offer  a fifth y®ap o.f high  school work  that
would  be  equal  to  the  flz.st  yeaz.  ®f  oollego  work.    These
plans  were  c®mpl®ted,  and  in  the  fall  of  1921  the  school
offered  t®  its  previous  gpaduate8  a  fifth  Fear  of  ropk.
This  work  consisted  of  course81n English,  solid  geometry,
plane  trigonometry,  history,  education,  Iiatin .and  Blblo.
There  were  also  limited  courses  offered  in  shorthand,  type-
writing,  end  bookkeeping.3
The  following ye&p the   school  reached  the  greatest
scholastic  goal  ®f  its  hlstozT.     In  1922  1t  was  awal.d®d
membership  ln  the  Southern ABs®clatlon  of  Colleges  and  Sec-
ondary  Schools.    This  made  its  graduates  &coeptable  by  ahao8t
` 3  Catalog  of Yancey  Collegiate  Institute,  1921-1922.
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any  college  they  chose  to  enter.    It  also  enabled  those  who
had  completed  the  fifth  year  ®f  high  Boho®1  work  t®  enter






By  1921  the  total  value  of  the  Boh®ol property  had
gpotm  t®  $90,000.     This  valu&tlon  was  r®dueod,  however,   in
the  winter  of  1921-1922,  when  Carp  shaped  the  misfortune  of
Harris  ln having  a  destructltre  fire.    The new  &dmlnistratlon
building  that  had  b®®n  Completed  less  than  two  ye&ps  was
burned again.    The  exact  date  of the  fire  is  indefinite,
sino®  there  ape  n®  records  avallabl®,  but  lt  did  take  place
®n  a  cold  wint®z.  night  when  there  was  a  snow  on  the ground.5
The  Cause  Qf  the  fire  is  also  1ndefinit®.    It  originated.
1n  the  libzeary  and  was  discovered  at  an  early  stage,  `but  due
to  the  lack of  fire-fighting equipment  the  fire  spread  through-
out  the  building,  destroying  the  library,  r®copds,  and most  ®f
the  furmitupe.     Two  boys,  who  had  boon  &ccept®d  as  students
after  having  gel.v®d  terms  ln  a  b®ysl   refo]m  school  in  Ash®ville,
were  accused of  setting  the  fire.    A  suit was  brought  against
4  James  Hutchlns
(Burnsvill®:Institute
A  Sketch  of Yance Colle 1at®
®mpany, p.  28.
5  E.   8.   Baileyi  Pers®n&1  Int®zeview  with  the  Author,
Toledo,  north  Carolina,  May  19,  1952.
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both  boys,  and  they  were  tried  in  the  local  Court.    The
plaintiff  was  unable  to  produce  sufficient  evidence,  so  both
boys  were  released.6
The  building was  not  completely  destroyed  by  fire  the
second  time.    In  rebuilding  the  plant  the  brick walls,  the
lower  floor,  and  the  foundation  of  the  bun.ned  building  wep®
used.    This  left  only  the  partitions,  roof,  and  windows  to
be  replaced  completely.7    The  exact  cost  of  rebuilding  the
structure  is  unknown,  but  lt  seems  logical  to  believe  that
it  was  done  at  a  cost  considerably  less  than  that  of  the
original  building.
First Yearbook
One  of  the  accomplishments  of  the   school  during  Mr.
Carrls  term  of  service  was  the  publishing  of  a  yearbook.
This  project  was  complete  in  every  detail.    It  car.pied
individual  pictures  of  all high  school  students,  group  pic-
tures  of  all  the  orgainzations  of  the  school,  and  some
snapshots  taken  at  random.    The  class  history  of  each  grade
was  91von  along  with  the  ppopheoy  of  the  senior  class.    The
book  contained  85  pages  of  pictures  written  p6ports  and
adveptisements.    One  of  the  advertisements  carries  a  desorip-
6  John  Bennett,  Personal  Interview  with  the  author,
June  28,   1952.
7  E.  8.   Bailey.  ±2±.  £±£.
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tlon  of  the  school.    The  ro&dez.. will have  a  greater  appreol&-
tlon  of  the  school  after  reading  the  adveptls®ment  &s  follows:8
Establlsh®d  1901
Co-®duoational
Iiltepary  Course.    L
A:I:!;:::02ng4School
0  feet
yAICRI  conEGIATE  INSTlquTE
Burmsvill®,   N.   a.
Motto:     Do  lhthat  You  Do.
A  Chrlstlan  school with  a  poputatlon  for  th®poughness,
located  ln  the mountains  of Western North  Carolina.    Eighty
pez.  oont  of  our graduates  have  attond®d  o®1lego.    Graduates
al.a  admltt®d  to  any  collog®  op  unlvez.glty  ln  the  South.
Last  session five  states  were  represented  ln  the  8tud®nt
body.
An  acoredlt®d high  school  with  colleg®`tralned
toaohers.    I.aboz.atory  lnstpuotlon  given with  the  solonces.
Special  courses  ln  Bible,  Home  Economics,  Physical  Education,
Manual  Tpalnlng,  Art,  Expression,  Piano,  Voice,  and  Violin.
No  oxtr®  tultlon  for  Bible,  Physical  Instpuctl®n,  .Home
Econoulosf  and Hanu£1  Training  lf  student  is-, ta]:ing  regular
pary  contains  1,300  volun®s  thth  20
dallF  newspapers.     New Adminlstpat-1pncurrent  magazines  aiE
Building mod®rmly  equipped  throughout  containing  12  class-
:£3m:.gga::£:tyA±:1::iihw:ggu:i°ui£5:£±:£€has€:uendyh::±}.
electric  lights,  and  running  water.    Successful  teams  in
baseball,  basketball,  and  debating.
Expenses  including  literary  tuition,  fees ,board,
I.o®m  pant,   lights  and  fuel,  fop  session  of  nine  months,
$135.    Fall  ten  opeded August  22.
For  fur.then  information  address:
I.  N.  Capr,  Pposldent
Burmsville,  N.  C.
p.   88.
8 Tcapbook  of  the  Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute,  1923,
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Endowment  Fund
Yano®y  Collegiate  Institut.e  was  establlch®d  ppimapily
t®  servo  the  educational  needs  ®f  Yancey  and  surrofindlng
o®untles.    Ib  was  the  intention  of  those  who  made  the  orig-
inal plans  fop  the  8ohool  that  it  would  operate  ln  8uoh  a
manner  as  to make  lt  p®sslble  fop  all  8tud®nt8  to  attend  the
school  at  a  minimum  ®f  expense.     Expenses  w®z.e  kept  at  a
mlnlrmm  and most  pap®nts  were  able  to  send  their  children
to  8eho®1  without  suffeplng  from  1&ok  of  m®ney®    There  wore
a  few  famllLes,  however,  who  were  flnan`¢1elly  unable  t®  pay
the  required fees.
A8  ear.ly  as  1912  some  ®f  the  pr®gresslve-minded
cltlzens  decided  that  some  provision  should  be  made  for  those
who  wished  to  attend  school  but  were  unable  to  pay  their
oxpenseB®     Various  provisions  were  discussed  Hhen  the  Yanoey
Baptist  Association met  in  the  fall  of  1915,  and  the  following
resolution was  made  and  adopted:
Resolved  1.  That  this  Assoeiati®n  undertake  the  raf_sing
of  an  endorment  fund  fop  the  Yanooy  Collegiate  Institute.
And  fop this  purpose  it  is  requested  that  each  Church
within  this  Association,  &t  least  once  in  ®aoh year  take
a  collection  fop  this  fund  and  tbat  ab  the  11  ®lclo®k
s®pvlo®  on  Friday  of  each  session  of  this  body  a  public.
collection  for  this  purpose  shall  be  taken®
Resolved  2.  That  this  endorment  fund  shall  1n  n®  way  be
disslpat®d  oz.  spent  and  Only  the  interest  thereon  shall
ever  b®  available  op  .spent  fop  any  caugo.    That  the  fund
shall  be  loaned  by  the  Treasurer  of  the  B®apd  of  T]pus`tees
and under  the  dirootlon of  said  Board  and  the  interest
ooxpound®d  annually  and  no  part  ®f  the  interest  shall  be
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when only  the  lntepest  shall  be  available.
Resolved  3.  That  this  resolution  shall  be  kept  in  the
mlnutos  of  this  Assoclatlon pexpetually  as  a  oontlnu&1
reminder  to  all  the  Chum.ches.
Resolved  tr.  That  the  modepatop  appoint  a  Sta.ndlng
Committee  of  five  members  to  be  lmown  as  the  e.mdoiiment
oo]rmittee  whose  duty  lt  shall  be  to  collect  funds  fop
£::ye::::::;::S.§nd whloh  committee  shall  report  to  thlg
The  moderator  appointed  the  following members  to
serve  on  the  endowment  cormitte®3    Rev.  D.  W.  bthite,  W.  a.
Whisnant,  Prof.  E.  E.  Hawking,  a.  F®  Watson,  Prof.  E.  J.
Angel.10
The  response  of  the  churches  t®  this  resolution  was
not  very  encouraging  fop  the  first  years.    By  1921  the
endorment  fund  amounted  to  $223®|6.11
By  1923  the  fund  had  reached  $372.07,  an  amount  lapse
enough  to  help  some  students  go  t®  8ohool  who  o®uld  not  afford
to  Pay  all  th®1r  expenses.12
N®  figures  are  given  oonoorming  the  number  ®f  students
t®  take  advantage  of  the  ®ndoiment  fund  diiping  the  years  it
was  made  available.    But  regardless  of  the  success  of  the  fund
9  Minutes  of  the
p.   17.
2£ E±± Y:i±±e±± E±±±±±±
10.  Ibld¢I__===
11  Ibid.1921.,  p.13.==____
12  Ibld.1923.t  P.19.
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at Yancey  Collegiate  Institute,  1t  was  not  alloued  to  die
with  tbe  school.    Instead  it  was  transf®rped  to  Maps  Hill
C;olleg_e  as  an  endorment  fund  available  only  to  Yancey  County
students  entering  that  institution.    At  the  ppes®nt  time  the
fund  has  incpoased  to  the  sun  of  over  $3h,ooo.13
Financial  Fpoblems
In  spite  of the  inspiration  that  resulted from the
incpe&s®d  enrolllnent  dufing  the  oaply  twenties,  and  the
broad  curplcul`m  that  was  developed,  the  board  of  trustees
was  never  relieved  from  the  depressed  feeling  that  the  schoolls
flnanoial  condition was  becoming more  critical each  year.
The  Southern  Baptist  Convention had. been very  generous  ln
offering  financial  aid  as  lt  was  needed  by  the  school.    It
had  inv®8ted  consldel.ably  more  money  ln  the  school  than  the
citizens  of  the  county  had  been  able  to  raise.    It  looked,
however,  as  if  the  responslbillty  of  financing  the  lnstltut-
ion  would  become  more  of  a  corrmunity  problem  year  after  year.
because  the  Home  Mission  Board  began  discontinuing  a  number
of  its  schools  where  state-supported  schools  were  offering
serious  competition.    Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  had  been
faced with  such  competition  since  other  schools  were  built
13  C.   8.  Tpammell,  Personal  Intepvlew  with  the  Author,
Burnsville,  North  Carolina.,  June  5,1952.
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1n  the  county,  and  especially  since  the  state-supported  high
school was  built  in  Burnsville  ln  1917.u
In  1917  the  tote.1  indebtedness  of  the  institution was
approximately  Sstr,000,  a  relatively  small  debt  ln  Comparison
to  the  total  value  of  the  school  property.    ny  1921  th.e  debt
had  grown  to  $17,OOO.15    This  debt  was  greatly  increased  by
the  burning  of the  administpatlon  building  ln  the  winter  of
1921-1922.16    It  looked  as  lf  the   school  might  be  forced  to
Close  because  df  its  flnanolal  obligations.    Heveptheless,
the  school  admlnlstratops  oontlnued  to  pl.®mote  the  best
school possible  and  left  the  financial  woprles  largely  to
the  board of  trustees.
± a:±±±±C?EL:#i#?gig;8;: 'p=±=5:E ± Geography g£
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CHAPTER  VIII
yANCEr  col,I,EGIATE  INSTITUTE  DURING  ITs
IAST  TlmEE  YEARS,   1923-1926
Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  poached  the  height  of  its
success  during  the  three  years  that  Car.I  served  as  principal.
Duping  the  years  of  i921-1922  the  school  ermolled  the  largest
number  of  students .1n  lt8  history.    The  teaching  staff  was
also  the  largest  in history,  and  the  curricul`m included more
courses  than  it  had  included  at  any  one  time  before;  never-
th.oless,  during  Carrls  last -year  with  the  school,  he  saw  a
downward  trend  in  the  enrollment,  teaching  Staff  and  cur-
riculum.    Although  it  may  not  have  been evident  at  that  time,
the  school  was  destined  to  close  for  two  primalry  reasons.
First,  the  state-supported hlch  schools  were  offering  too
much  competition  fop  the  Baptist  sohool®    Second,  the  indebt-
edness  of  the  school  could  not  be  paid  off .
Carp  left  the  school  in  the  spring  of  1923®    He  was
succeeded  by  Roy  M.  Lee.     Leo  was  a  young `man  who  had  reoelved
hl8  degree  from Wake  Forest  College  after  having  served  ln  the
a]rmy  during  the  World  War.    Before  coming  to  Bupnsvllle  he  had
had  only  one  yearls  experlenco  ln  the  teaching  flold.    He  had
taught  Blblo  and  science  and  had  coached  athletics  at  Bolllng
Springs  Acadezny  the  previous  year.    Although  the  school  was
soon  to  close,  1t  became  Iieels  responsibility  to  promote  the
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best  schoo.1  that  was  possible  under  the  Conditions  that  ex-
isted  at  that  time.1
fflE] Standa]rds  Maintained  To  The  End__                                                            __      _ _   ___    ___  __I  _I___      I_      _    _
The  enrollment  of  the  school  dropped  t®  287  during
the  term  beginning  in  1923.2    The  erm®l]ment  the  previous
year  had  forced  the  board  of  trustees  to  release  two  of  the
teachers,  leaving  Lee  Only  nine  teachers  during his  first
ye&p rdth  the  school.3    This  meant  that  the  t®&chers  would
have  to  accept  extra  pesponslbllltles  lf  the  bp®ad  ouprlc-
ulim  were  t®  be. m&1ntained.
1methep  op  not  Courses  were  dropped  from  the  ourrlc-
ulum  during  these  last  three  years  the  wz.1ter was  unable  to
determine.    There  were  courses  offered  as  electives  duping
those  years  in  home  economics,  art,  expression,  manual  tr&1n-
ing,  physical  education,  music  and  Bible.tr    Bufflelent  courses
were  offered  in  eduo&bion  8®  thd[t  a  student  desiring  to  teach
school  could  obtain  an Elementary  ''8''  ceptlficate  upon  the
completion  ®f  a  six-weeks  course  in  teachersl` training  after
t ut e  t BL:#: :ig?t£E:::i s±pS==±S=ng#o¥;=%gr
2  Minutes  of  the
3  Catalog
p.   23.
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of  ¥anc®y  Collegiate  Instituto®   1923-21+.
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he  h.ad  received  his  diploma  from ¥ancey  Collegiate  Institute.5
The  wide  reputation  of  the  sohool  brought  s€udent8
from many  oormunltles  during  the  last  years  of the  school.
In  1923  the  student  body  was  represent.d  ty  &t  least  flv®
stab.s.    Students  were  onl.ollod  from  Nor.th  O&rollna,  South
Carolim,  Georgia,  Temessee,  and Kentucky.    At  least  ten
oountles  from  Durham  to  Cherokee  welae Pepres®nted.6
The  enrollment  fl.gures  for  the  last  two  years  are  not
eve.liable.    tphe  nunbep  of  teachers  employed  indicate  that
there  was  a  reduction  of  the  enz'ol]ment,  especially  during
the  last  year.    T®n  teachers  wet.e  employed  fop  the  year  1924-
1925,  the  same  as  the  ppovlous  year.7    Duping  1925-1926,  how-
ever,  there  wel'e  two  more  teachers  released,  leaving  a  total
of  eight  to  teach  the  last  school.8
Only  the  best  qualified  teachers  available  were  em-
ployed  to  the  end.    During  the  last  year  six of  the  eight
teachers  were  college  graduates.    The  two  not  holding  degrees
were  teachers  who  had  pzioved  their  ability  through  years  of
satlsfactopy  teaching  experl®nee.    The  board  of  trustees
considered  the  te&ohing  staff  during  the  last  year  to  be  the
5  Catalog  of  ¥ancey  Collegiate  Institute.,  1923-192tr.
6  Minutes,  ep.  £±±.,1925,  p.10.
7 *Catalog  of Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute,1924-1925.
•`.i  Minutes,   Qp.   a_1±.,1925,   p.   10.
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boat  the  school  had  ever  employed.9
Competition  From  Other Schools
1then Yane®y  Collegiate  Institute  was  opened  there  was
not  a  single  state-suppoz.ted  school  1n Yanoey  County.     By
the  end  of  World  WaLp  I  there  were  five  Suoh  schools  located
in  outlying  communltles  of  the  county.    At  first  these
schools  offered  very  little  competition  to  the  Baptist-sup-
ported  school,  b®c&use  they  were  small  and  Could  not  offer
the  broad  oupploul`m  that  Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  was
offeplng.    By  the  tine  liee  Came  to  Burmsvllle,  the  schools
had  developed  to  the  point  that  they  were  offering much
greater  competition.    They  had  grown  large  enough tbo  employ
a  suffioi®nt  number  of  teachers  to  teach  the  oours®s  that
most . students  desip®d  to  take,  and  their  extra-currioulap
&otlvlties  ppogpam was  expanding  rapidly.L°
Parents  who  once  considered Yancey  Collegiate  Institute
to  be  the  best  school  in  weste.rn  North  Carolina  and  the  only
school  their  children  should  attend were  beginning  to  realize
the  praotlc&1ity  of  the  state-supported  schools.    These
schools  were  less  expensive,   and  most  par.ents  wanted  to  keep
9  Ibld.
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their  children  at  home.    Attending  state  schools  was  much
cheaper  than  having  them board  in  Bumsville  in order  t®  &tbend
Yeneey  Coll®glato  Institute.LL
Flnanclal Obligations
The  building  debt  that  had  accumulated prior  t®  I,®®Is
administration has  been discussed  in  the  preceding  chapters.
In  addition.to  this  debt,1t  became  more  difficult  each  year
for the  school  to  meet  its  administrative  expenses.    Many  of
the  strong  supporters  of  the  school had  lost  interest  then
other  schools  were  built  in  the  county.    Local  dbntpibutions,
whlcb  were  never  adequate,  decpoased  at  a  time  when  an  in-
crease  was  greatly  needed.    Many  people  hid  the  opinion  that
the  Home  and  State  Mission  Boards  would  continue  t®  make  great
oontpibt2tions  to  the  school,  and  that  their help  was  no  longer
needed.12
When Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute  first  opened,  the
teachersl  salaples  were  relatively  small  pp®blems.    E.  E.
Hawklns  began  as  principal  of  the  soh®ol  1n 1902  on  a  salary
of  Srty  pep  m®nbh.     In  1916  he  received  only  $100  per month.
ky  the  time  I|ee  was  made  principal  wages  and  salaz.leg  had




and was  given  an  increase  of  Stroo  during  his  last  year.    The
teaohepsl   salaries  increased  ppopoptionately  during  this
period'13
The  mission  boards  realized  the  seriousness  of  the
denominational  school  problem  soon  after  the  state-supported
school  bulldlng  program was  launched.    They  did  not  believe
that  the  denominational  school  could  compete  with  these
schools,   and  they  were  unwilling  to  spend  gr.eat  sums  of money
for  permanent  improvements  in  thelp  schools,  whloh  would  soon
b®  fopc®d  to  close®    As  a  result,very  little  financial  aid
was  given  to  Ymcey Collegiate  Institute  after  1920.u   This
loft  the  School  facing  a  big  debt  and  an  ever-incpeasirig
amount  of  operating  exp®nso  with  a  very  inadequate  source  of
lncome®
Termination  of  the  School
____  _         _  __    _I    ______  i                   __i_I      I_  __ _i_926
Upon  r6achlng  the  conclusion  ln  1925  that  the  school
Could  no  longer  operate  because  of  its  deficit,  the  board  of
trustees  began  making  plans  for  the  disposal  of  the  property®
The  Southez.a  Baptist  Convention had  secured  a  deed  for  the
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govermlng power.15    In  selling  the  property  the  board  had
to  meet  the  provisions  of  the  deed  made  by  ltr.   and  Mrs.  S.  M®
Bermett,  which  stated  that  the  property must  always  be  used
fop  religious  or  educational  purposes.16    In  opdep  to  do  this
they had  only  one  alternative.    The  board  Could  sell  the
propepby  to  the  Yanooy  County  Board  of  Education  and  they
could  convert  the  school  into  a  state-supported  @ohool.    This
move  was  made  ln  the   sunmez.  of  1925  and  the  entil.e  school
ppopepty,  which  was  worth  over  $105,COO,  was  sold  to  the  county
board  of  education  for  $65,000.    The  county  board  agreed  for
Yancey  Coll®glate  Institute  to  continue  to  operate  duping  the
school  temn  of  1925-26.    At  the  close  of  the  temn  in  1926  the
county  board  took possession.17
The  following  report,  which  was  made  by  the  board  of
tmsteers  to  the Yancey  Baptist  Assoolation  in  the  fall  of
1925,   sung  up  some  of  the  great  &chlevements  of  the   s¢ho®l
and  explains  why.the  deolslon was  made  to  Close  lt.
The  Yaneey  Collegiate  Institute  was  organized  and  the
flpst  temn  of  school  began  ln  August,  1901.    The
sacrifices  made  by  our people  for  the  building  of  this
Institution  and  fop  its  malntenanoe  have  been prodigeous®
It  is with  deepest  regret  that  we  have  to  report  that
within the  last  few years  the  interest  in the  Institution
has  boon waning.    1then  this  Institution was  first
®pganlzed  there  was  not  a  High  School  ln  the  County  of
15  Minutes •  £E.  £±E..1925.,  p.11.
Mapoh  1;8o?en#  8a]]r¥ 33§:Step  of Deeds'  office,  Bumsviiie,
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sent  out  into  the  world  noble,  God  fearing  men  and  women
to  enrich  it.    We  hove  created  ln  the  County  of Yancey
an  edueation&1  atmosphere  and  we  verily  believe  that
Yancey 'Collegiate  Institute  has  been  responsible  for  the
High  Schools  which  now  exist  in  our  county.    We  do  not
believe  that  these  High  Schools  can possibly  do  the  work
that  the  Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  has  been  doing.    Our
people  have  not  been  as  loyal  to  the  school  as  they  oucht
to  have  been,  and  a  hardship  has  been  Cast  upon  the  Board
of Trustees  in  the  way  of meeting  deficits  in  the  payment
of  teachers  salaries  and  other  expenses,  that  could  hardly
bo  borne.
This  school  plant  has  been  sold  to  the  Board  of  Edueatlon
of Yancey  County,  and  they  the  said  Board  will  take  charge
::a:::i:p:::;:::=:f!i!5;ofio:is::.:3:6;el#::i:o!:Ptxe
The  school  closed  ln  the  spring  of  1926  after  serving
many  of  the  educational  needs  of  its  people  for  a quarter
of  a  century.    It  had  not  succeeded  ln  all  its  attempts,  but
those  who  ]mew  the  school  know  that  it  rendered  a  great
servloe  to  the  people  of  western  North  Carolina,  espeolally
to  those  of Yano®y  county.19
Burnsville  mgh  School  began  operating  in  the  fall
of  1926  using  the  campus  and  buildings  that  had  been  built  ty
Yancey  Collegiate.Institute.    The  administpatlon  building
is  still  being  used  fop  classl.ooms  for  the  elementary  school
in  Burmsvllle.





County  before  World  War  I  served  thelp  purpose  and  were
replaced  by  larger high  school  buildings,  constrmoted
by  the  Wor]rmanls  Pr.ogress  Association  under  the  New  D®al
POllOy.
Overcrowded  oondltlons  have  forced  the  pro8ent  school
adminl8tration  to  plan  a  lapgep  building program fop  the
future.    The  plan  b®1ng  formulated  at  the  present  ti]ne  ls  t®
build  a  large  high  school  building  on  the  oplglnal YanceF
Collegiate  Institute  proper.ty,  and  consolidate  the  five  County
hi8b  schools.20
20  Yanoey  County  Board  of  Eduoatlon  Office.
CmpIER  IX
CONTRIBUTIONS  OF  YANCRI  COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE
The  most  important  ovent8  that  took  place  during  the
history  of Yanoey Collegiate  Institute  have  been  discussed
at  length  ln  the  prooedlng  ohaptez.a  of  this  th®sls®    The
histo]ry  of  the  lnstltutlon would  not  be  complete,  however.
without  an analysis  of  the  oontrlbutlong  that  the  school
made  to  its  graduates  and  to  the  communities  ln which  they
h&v®  migrated.
It  has  been  estimated  that  more  than  5000  students
attended Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute  during  the  twenty-five
y®aps  lt  opez.abed.    These  students  have  spread  throughout
the  Uhlted  States  from Maine  to  Callfornla  and  from Floplda
to  Puget  Sound,  to  serve  himanlty  and  ®npioh  the  vaplous
fields  of  endeavor.  they  Chose  to  follow.1
The  Professional  Fields_I_   _       __  I__Li__i_I i_  _    _  _i_i_I
_            _                               _         ___        _= ___         __ i__  _    ____
4ppareptly more  graduates  have  entered  the  teaching
profession  than  any  other  single  field.    while  many  of  these
have  chosen  to  make  their  contrdbutlon  as  a  classroom  teacher,
many  others  have  distinguished  themselves  as  outstanding
(Ehasv±i±®¥efdg::a:i::in%Lfgea=±p¥y¥+±±gg¥)
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school  admlnistratops®    Among  these  are  James  Hutohins,  one
of  the  first  graduates  of  the  institution,  who  has  Bepved
as  a  teacher  and  superintendent  of  schools  in Yaneey  County.
A.  J.  Hutchlns  t'aught  at  Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute  after
graduation  from  College.    H®  later  became  prlnolpal  of  Loo
Edwards  High  School  1n Asheville  and  has  sez.ved  as  supepln-
t®ndent  of  Haywood  County  schools  for  the  past  27  years.
M188  Hope  Buck has  served  as  teacher,  prlnclpal  and  superin-
tendent  of  schools  in Yancey  County.    Frank  W.  Howell,  the
present  supepintend®nt,  has  put  forth  great  efforts  for  the
past  seven years  toward  lmprovlng  the  edueatlonal program
ln  Yancey®     H®pplck  Roland  has  boon  liecognlzed  &s  a  gz.®&t
educator  through  the  work he  is  doing  ln Wllmington,  North
Carolina.    I.  D.  Wilson,  W.  a.  Robertson,   Jp.,  I.  a.  Mocurry,
Ed  Wappick,  quinton Wapriok  and  Murpay  Hon®ycutt  are  all
serving as  school  administrators  at  the  present  tine.2
Many  students  pursued medical  careers  upon  graduation
from Yancey  Collegiate  Institute.    Jinong  these  ape  Dr.  W.  I.
Bennett,  who  still  praotlces  as  a medical  doctor  ln  Bu]msvlllo.
Dr.  G®org®  Who®1er  of.  Spartanburg,  South  Caztolina,  has  been
recognized  as  an  authority  on pellagra.    Dp.  George  Holcombe
has  served  as  head  of  a  large  sanitoplum  ln Oklahoma.    Dp.
I,.  W.  Woody  ls  practlclng  dentistry  in  Spruce  Pine,  North
2 ng.,  pp.  29-30.
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Carolina.    Other  outstanding  doctors  include  Dp.  Arthur  8®
English  of  Bristol,  Temessee,  Dr.  Henneth  Wilson  and  the
late  D]„  D.  H.  Buck,  Jp.  of  Ash®ville.3
thong  those  who  pursued  legal  professions  and  became
outstanding  lairyeps  are  D.  R.  Fouls,  Charles  Hutchins,  a.  P.
Randolph,  Robert  W11s®n,  William Anglln,  all  of  Burmsvlllo,
and  Frank  Husking,  who  pp&cticed  law  ln  Burmsvllle  before
peoelving  an  appointment  in  1951  as  chairman  ®f  the  North
Carolina  Industplal  Commission.    Other  outstanding  1&iryers
lnolude  Fred  Wilson  of  Pal.bland,  Oregon;  "&1ter  Berry  of
Bakepsville;  ROY  Mccurmy  of  Mclflnnville,  Oregon;   and  Jetep
McCupry  of  Aberde®n,  Washington.ha
qwo  graduates  have  &ttalned  high  positions  &8  state
®ffici&19  1n  North  Carolln&.     R.  G.  Deyton  served  as
Assistant  Dlpectop  of  the  Budget  before  becoming  tpeasurep
of  the  multl-million  dollar  Ecust&  C®xpopation.    In May,  1952
he  accepted  the  vice-presidency  of Wake  Forest  College.
Nathan  Yelton  ls  now  ser'ving  as  secretary  of  the  Teachersl
and  State  miployeesl  Retirement  System  in  Raleich.    He  has
also  served  &s  superintendent  of  schools  in  Hitoh®11  County.
These  ±hat  have  been  listed  ape  only  a  small  number




Institute.    Doubtless,  there  are  numerous  others  that  have
attained great  success  in  their  respective  professions.
The  Business  Fields
Tthe  writer  is  pep8onally  acquainted  with  nurnel.ous
gz.aduates  that  have  been  successful  1n  various  business
fields.    Literally hundreds  could  bo  named,  but  lt  would
be  lmposslble  to  produce  a  oomplet®  list.
Some  of  those  who  are  best  lmoim  in the  vicinity  of
Burmsville  ape  Rush  Wpay,  manager  of  the  Nti-Wray  Inn  and
outstanding  in  dpam&tics  and  civic  affairs.    Jenes  Anglin
attained  the  rank  of  captain  ln  the  armsr  during  the  last
war.®     He  ls  now  a  successful  merchant  ln  Bupnsvillo.    1~  P®
Banks  has  long  been  noted  as  one  of  western  North  Carolinals
most  successful  poultl.y  farmers.    a.  1„  Byrd  and  W.  P.
Honeycutt  are  retired  railway  postal  clerks.    Carl  8.  ny&tt,
who  sel.ved  as  juvenile  judge  in Asheville,  has  written  a
book,  g±±£]±gp !g  Cltlzenshlp®
Thomas  R.  Byrd  has  been  velty  successful  as  a  banker
and  insurance  agent  ln Washington,  D.  a.    Carl  Honeyoutt  of
Topeka.  Eansas,  holds  a high  position irith  a  rubber  manufact-
uplng  company  there.    Cleophus  Tlpton has  developed  a  very




Hun®rou8  farmiers,  merchants,  postal  Clerks,   state
employees,  and  other  buslnesanen who  have  Succeeded  ln  theiz.
I.espectlve  buslnesses  ln Yancey  and  surpoundlng  counties
ape  f®rmep  students  of  Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute.
Iatnglble Ben®flts
It  ig  lmposslble  to  determine  the  total  oontrlbutions
of  any  institution  such  as  Yanoey  Collegiate  Institute.
I'jlalry  of  the  former  students  have  tpav®1ed  to  the  far  cormeps
of  the  earth  in  pursuit  of  success  and  happiness.    Only  a
very  few  could  be  contacted.    Even if  it  were  possible  to
contact  every  former  student  the  total  benefits  still  could-
not  be  determined.     The  ideals  that  w®pe  d®velop®d,  the
educational  inc®ntlves  that  resulted from  the  lnstitutlon,
and  numbpous  other  benefits  are  still' 1nfluenoing  thousands
of  people  who  ape  associated  with  formiep  students  ®f  the
institution.
It  has  been  e§.timated  that  those  students  who  entered
the  profession  of  teaching  and  school  administration have
influenced  or  ape  now  influencing  the  lives  of  150,000  child-
ren  thro`ighout  the  United  States.6    Contributions  of  this
type  will  continue  to  live  on  fop  genereitions.
The  coul.ts  that  once  tried  a  murder  case  in  nearly
6  Ep_1_a.,  p.  ho.
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every  session  of  Court  that  was  hold  in Yancey  Coimty  have
avepag®d  Only  one  case  every  ten years  since  the  school
reached  the  peak  of  its  inflnenc®  in  1926.    Illegal  whiskey
sales  have  almost  diminished.    Prostitution  ls  no  long®p  a
serious  s®clal  pz`oblem  that  once  threatened  the  m®pal  stand-
ards  of  the  county.7
These  ape  only  a  few  of  the  many  contributions  that
Can  only  be  measured  in  the  minds  of  conscientious  citizens.
7  E.   F.  Watson,  Personal  Interview  with  the  Author,
Spruce  Pine,  North  Carolln&,  February  9,   1932.
CHAPTER  X
St"MARY  AND   CONCLUSIONS
Yancey  Coll®glat®  Institute  vac  begun  as  a  result  of
serious  Considerations  and  careful  planning  on  the  part  of
those  citizens  of  Yancey  County  who  realized  the  great  need
for  I.ellglous  education.    These  people  had  been fao®d  utth
the  social  pl.obloms  of  1111teracy,  intoxication,  public
disturbances,  prostitution,  murder  and  the  like  fop marry
years.    The  roliglou8  and  public  minded  people. reached  the
conclusion  in  the  l890ls  that  a  good  secondary  education
for  lt§  youth  would  holf  t®  solve  some  of  those  probl®mg  1n
the  futup®,
The  School  was  planned  and  the  bulldlng  was  built.
The  first  school  opened  in  1901  with  three  teachers  and  a
limited  nunbep  of  students.    The  Southern  Baptist  Convention
had  also  realized  the  need  fop  better  schools  in  the  Soubh-
epn Appalachian  Mountain  region  and  had  alloted  funds  fop
the  aid  of  denominational  schools  through  the  State  and  Home
Mission boards.    Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  was  fortunate
in  being  able  to  secure  a  large  portion of  these  funds  from
the  tlmo  it  opened  in  1901  until  the  sta.te-supported  high
schools  began  offering  serious  competition  to  the  school  in
the  early  1920ls.
The  school  was  oontpoll®d  ty  a  board  of  18  trustees
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and  one  member  of  the  Home  Mission  B®ard.     This  body  of  men
planned  the  building  program,  selected  the  teachers,  secured
financial  aid  and  fomed  the  general po.Iicies  of  the  school
dun.ing  the  25  years  that  it  operated.    The  board  was  elected
by  the  Yano®y  Baptist  Association,  and  was  responsible  to  it
at  all  times.
The  school  prospered  greatly  for more  than  twenty
years,  gpowlng  from  a  three-teacher  school  with  very  few
students  in  1901  to  a  twelve-teacher  school  and  350  students
ln  1922.
Students  were  accepted  from  any  state  ln  the  South
that  was  a member  of  the  SoutheI.n  Baptist  Convention,   and
at  least  seven  states  were  represented  during  the  schools
exlstenc®.    Most  of  the  onrol]ment,however,  was  made  up  of
students  from Yancey  and  neat.by  countlos.
The  currieulun,  which was  limited  at  first,  was  ex-
panded  and  pevl8ed  as  the  school  grew.    College  preparatory
courses  were  emphasized  at  all  times. .   Vocational  courses
were  offered  from  time  to  time  to  be  elected  lay  students
having  special  interests  in  them.
the  school  strove  constantly  to  develop  high moral
and  spiritual  ideals  in  its  students.    Students  we4.e  taught
to  study  and  respect  the  Bible  and  the  doctrines  of  the
Baptist  denomination.    Regular  attendance  of  church  services
was  required  of  all  students.
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The  school  attained  some  high  scholastic  goals.    In
1922  1t  was  accepted  as  a  member  of  the  Southern  Association
of  Colleges  and  Secondary  Schools.     It  succeeded  in  seeing
80  per  cent  of  its  gz.aduates  enter  College  before  1923.
Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  was  never  free  from  debts.
The  board  of  trustees  went  ln  debt  for  the  first  building.
Before  this  could  be  paid  fop  dormitories  were  needed.     rThese
were  built  with  a  great  increase  in  the  schoolls  indebtedness.
In  all  there  were  seven  buildings  built  by  thei.school.    Some
funds  fop  the  buildings  were  donated  by  the  State  and  I|ome
Mission  boards  and  the  local  Citizens  were  expected  to  raise
the  remaining  amount,  but  they  were  never  able  to  produce
sufficlont  funds  to  pay  the  debts.
In  1913  plans  were  begun  to  build  state-supported  high
schools  in  the  outlying  colrmunities  of Yanoey  County.    These
plans  were  carried  out  and  by  the  end  of  the  First  World  War
these  schools  began  offering  serious  competition  to  the
Baptist-suppor-ted  school.    The  competition  increased  year  ty
year  until  1n  192h  Yancey  C®11egiate  Institute  was  forced  to
release  two  of  its  teachers.    In  1925  the  nunb®p  was  again
reduced.     By  the  time  the  Yancey  Baptist  Association met  in
1925  1t  had  become  evident  that  Yaneey  Collegiate  Institute
could no  longer  operate  under  its  present  finenclal  strain
and  Competition  from  other  schools.    The  situation was  pre-
sented  to  the  people,  and  it  was  decided  that  the  school  would
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be  sold  to  the  Yanoey  County  Board  of  Education,   to  be  taken
over.  by  them  at  the  end  of  the  1925-1926  school  term.
Yano®y  Collegiate  Institute  was  a  result  of years  of
hard work  on  the  part  of many  interested  individuals.    It
required  great  sacrifices  from  those  who  were  willing  to  give
their  time  and money  for  its  purpose.    Although  lt  failed  ln
its  effoz.ts  to  I.emain  open  as  long  as  its  patrons  had  hoped
it  would,  it  succeeded  in  offering  one  of  lifels  gpe&test
gifts,  a:.liberal  education,  to  hundreds  of  students  who,
without  it,  would never hav.  had  the  oppoptunlty  to  go  to
high  school  and  college.    Many  of  the  early  suppopteps  of
the  school  are  still  reaping  the  harvests  of  tbeip  labors  as
they  watch  former  students  of  the  school  succeed  in  their
various  fields  of  endeavor  and  great  contributions  t-a  hunian-
ity.
Yancey  Collegiate  Institute  no  longer has  any  tangible
form,  but  its  influences  ape  still  evident  in the  lives  of
thousands.    These  will  live  indefinitely.
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cALEroAR  OF  EVEREs
1923-i92tr
August  20          Students  Arplve.
August  21          Classification  and  Registration.
August  25          Reception  for  new  students.











Registrations  and Classification.
Amual  Inter-Society  Debate
February  27-28    Mid-Term Examinations.
March  8              Dialectic-IIuffonlan Armiversary.
May  6                    Session  closes.
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